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Correspondence

WHO SANK THE SYDNEY?

Dear Sir,
The Journal has given a great deal of prominence to the

question of Who Sank the Sydney? At the same time, space has
been given to the forthcoming 75th Anniversary of the RAN

It seems to me that a very logic.il and tangible way to prove
(or disprove) one and celebrate the other would be a concerted,
visible effort by the Navy to locate the SYDNEY and at very least
have the site designated as an RAN Memorial Better still, any
relic and artifacts recovered could be given pride of place in
either the Australian War Memo'ial or the pro|ected RAN
Museum.

I do not advocate a performance of raising the TITANIC,
that would be beyond us, |ust a visible effort by the RAN to show
the public of Australia its concern fDr the Australian parts of its
own history and tradition. In all possibility it would allow the RAN
to demonstrate a real use for this technical wonders of AS
Warfare nuts and bolts.

Of course it would be expensive, what isn't these days!
Think of the sense of achievement if the search was successful.
National pride would follow and successful or not, at least we
tried.

For the detractors of such a scheme please remember
Dave Burchell He was thought of as something else when he
went searching for HMAS PERTH. He did achieve results even
without the help of the RAN and Australian Government — just
think what could happen with it!

Yours faithfully

Joseph Porter

NOME DEPLUME

Dear Sir,
May I reply to the letters from :3ub Lieutenant Goldnck and

Lieutenant Lemon regarding pen names.
If "a little detective work (Sub Lieut. Goldnck) will establish

the identity of a particular author why bother to use a pen name.
In any event this can only apply to local readers and not to your
international readers

As for authority (Lieutenant Lemon) would that all maritime
materiel, strategic, logistic and personnel problems were of a 2
• 2 • 4 simplicity (Incidentally in some African countries which I

visted 2 • 2 can equal 5 or 3 according to whether one is on the
paying or receiving end.)

Any author who makes any claim to scholarship lists his
reference sources so that readeis can if necessary make a
check to establish his accurancy (or authority) and so weigh up
the worth of a work Giving his name is a necessary part of this
convention.

Surely it is a sad reflection on the present climate in the
R.A.N if an officer or sailor however senior or junior fears
retribution if he states in an orderly, well mannered and factual
way his own opinions on ideas.

Nelson and Jacky Fisher to name but two had the guts to
speak up however unpopular the r ideas and without skulking
behind a pen name managed to reach the top.

R.J. Bassett
Commander RAN (Retd)

PULLING THE WOOL OVER OUR EYES

Dear Sir,

In response to the plea by Brasdacier on the subject of the
Woolly-Pully (Vol.8 No.1), I have enclosed an anonymous plea
of not too long ago. The subject is the same and it may be of
interest for readers to note that the subject of the Woolly-Pully
seems to have been covered before.

I make no apologies for the poem, nor can I claim any
knowledge of the author.

Yours sincerely

Gallicae

The Woolly Pully Poem

Like Pongoes we dress in a pully,
The new rig we have in the fleet,

It's a break with Nelson s tradition
No longer are officers neat.

From the reefer we take out our wallet,
Comb, diary, pen, pencil and such

And stuff them in our trouser pockets
To make strange bumps all round the crutch.

And we re all in pullys together,
They come right down to our knees,

Yes we re all in pullys together,
No more looking smart if you please.

The rain, though it's only a shower.
Will now leave us all wet right through

And the wind whistles straight through the knitting.
No wonder we're all looking blue.

Our tummies all bulge out on top of
The ribbing that goes round the waist —

Like sacks full of spuds in the market
We all look a total disgrace.

But sometimes we must wear a reefer
To welcome an Admiral aboard,

So we all dress as for divisions
Though without the medals or sword

But he turns up in a pully
For that is the rig of the day,

And so with embarrassed red faces
The officers all slink away

A handbag would look rather foreign
For carrying our clobber around.

Patch pockets or even a sporran
Might help get this rig off the ground,

But clearly the elegant answer
Is to bring back the reefer today

And to ease the financial burden
An increase of K.U.A.
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FROM THE SECRETARY'S DESK
Having been in the chair since the end of January, the time has come to put pen to paper. First, I

must point out that most mail is addressed to me, and I do receive all the mail, however, membership
lists, subscriptions and changes of address are now handled by a membership Sub-Committee.
Some readers may have received letters from them recently, reminding them to pay their subscrip-
tions for 1982 — here we are with 1983 subs almost due and we are still chasing for 1982. Financial
management of the Institute is tight and your subs pay for little more than the cost of the Journals —
so please pay promptly. Future mail on membership issues may be addressed to the membership
Sub-Committee or to the Secretary, but please do not use personal names: the bodies change but
the appointments remain.

Secondly, the Council has decided that there will be no AMI Seminar in 1983. Planning takes
12-18 months, so that decision has had to be made now. Member's views are solicited on the date
and theme of the next seminar bearing in mind the planning timeframe and the forthcoming
anniversaries in 1986 and 1988 (see Commodore Knox's letter in the February 1982 Journal).

So far, there has been only one response to a request for thoughts on an ANI tie (November 81,
my predecessor's column). Even if you have no ideas for a design, you might let me know if you feel
strongly for or against the production of a tie; presumably those who do not feel strongly will not care
either way and if there are no responses, the Council can assume a tie is not really required.

Apart from Council Meetings and the Journal, Chapter Meetings are the only other form of
regular activity — and currently, there is a dearth of the latter. If you are a Chapter Convenor, please
let me know regularly what you are doing and whether or not you need assistance — the Council
may be able to help and the Editor would like to print your proceedings in the Journal. If you are in an
area where there are many RAN and/or ANI members and there is no chapter why not form one?
One of the councillors has a responsiblity for Chapter development, so if in any doubt, drop him a line
via the Secretary.

Even though I advised you not to use personal names earlier in this piece, if in need of an
informal word or a piece of urgent advice, you can ring me on 062-654892, or the Editor on
062-662697. We will let you know in the column if either numbers change.

Geoff Cults

G 75

SEAPOWER '81 — AN OPEN DEBATE
As mentioned in the Secretary's column in this issue, there will be no ANI Seminar in 1983. This

will be a disappointment for most members so perhaps we should take the opportunity to investigate
whether any lessons were learnt from SEAPOWER '81.

It is the intention of the Editorial committee to devote most, if not all of one issue of the Journal in
February 1983 to articles based on the subjects discussed during the last Seminar. No format has
been discussed, but perhaps it should be along the lines of an exchange of ideas, comments and
maybe further discussion.

For those who did not attend the seminar now is your chance to express your point of view on
any of the subjects discussed. For those who attended but were not heard, now is your chance to ask
questions or put forward a point of view. Those who presented papers may care to add to, or revise
the opinions and judgements presented during SEAPOWER '81.

Articles and other contributions will need to be forwarded to the Editor well before the December
82 deadline for copy.
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You must spot it In time to stop it in time
An approaching sea skimming missile. A deadly
threat whatever type of vessel you operate. Can
you detect it in time tor counteraction?

The Sea GIRAFFE rrulti-purpose naval search
radar is capable of detecting an incoming sea
skimmer at full combai ranges and in all sight con
ditions. Even the smallest version,Sea GIRAFFE 50

The ERICSSON SEA GIR WE
A family of multi-purposti naval search radars for small
FPB's up to frigate-sized ships.

detects a sea skimmer at a distance of 15 km.
Outstanding sea skimmer detection capability is

only one of the Sea GIRAFFE features. This new
generation naval radar combines the functions of
air search, surface search and surface fire control
in one radar It is able to detect surface targets,
strike aircraft, helicopters, air-to-surface and
surface-to-surface missiles. Also the future threat
to naval vessels, the diving missile.

Sea GIRAFFE is available in three versions, Sea
GIRAFFE 50.100 and 150. They feature an MTI im-
provement factor of 50 dB in combination with fre-
quency agility

Now in production for the Swedish navy

Contact us for further information'

ERICSSON
Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson
Defence and Space Systems Division
PO Box 1001 S-431 26 MOLNDAL Sweden
Telex 20905 ericmi s
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GENESIS OF THE
RAN STAFF COLLEGE

This article appeared in the initial edition of 'The Balmoral Papers', Journal of the RAN Staff
College. It is reprinted with the kind permission of the Director and should give members an insight
into, and understanding of, the RAN Staff College.

The RAN Staff College (RANSC) was estab-
lished in January 1979 with the aim of increasing
the professional knowledge, judgement and
competence of selected officers, normally of the
rank of lieutenant commander, thereby broaden-
ing their professional background and preparing
them for command and higher staff appointments
in both peace and war. The College is located
within HMAS PENGUIN, at Balmoral, a northern
Sydney Harbour suburb, and is a wholly
independent unit responsible directly to the Chief
of Naval Staff.

The original concept for the Naval Staff
College was as one of three single Service wings
of an Australian Services Staff College (ASSC)
collocated with the Joint Services Staff College
(JSSC) in Canberra. The JSSC was established
for students at commander level in 1970 and
today it continues to flourish with its 25th course.
Because of delays in proceeding with a collocated
staff college, it was decided to establish the
RANSC as early as practicable, bearing in mind
that eventually it might be incorporated as a naval
wing of the ASSC. The ASSC concept does not
relate at all to the Australian Defence Force
Academy (ADFA) which caters for undergraduate
training on first entry and for subsequent post
graduate studies.

The general requirements for a Naval Staff
College appeared to dictate that a course length
of somewhat less than 12 months was desirable;
however, the practicalities of officer availability
strongly influenced the selection of a 22 week
course. A further consideration was that likely
existing facilities would not be able to cope with
the annual requirement of an output of 40 in one
course, but could handle only approximately 20 at
any onetime.

In designing the course, the most important
factor was that the course should be run at a pace
dictated by the learning abilities of the average
student. This principle had implications for the
staff/student ratio, course software, support
facilities and student access to all varieties of
instructional material. Various exercises take
greater or lesser time per student depending
upon familiarity with the subject. The RANSC
does not limit itself to The slowest ship in the
convoy', but due regard must be given to the

widely diverging backgrounds of executive and
technical officers, university graduates,
non-graduate College officers and ex-lower deck
officers.

Staff Training Requirements

Naval staff training recognises that at the
junior level, a naval officer learns through
specialised and sub-specialised courses to par-
ticipate in the running of his ship or shore
establishment and to employ associated trained
manpower in the naval environment. His tasks
require an intellectual capability to grasp
concepts and reason clearly, a junior command
ability to achieve a result under pressure through
the efforts of others, an executive ability to solve
problems and make or enable decisions, and an
ability to communicate and condition his actions
according to the purpose of his unit and in
harmony with his environment. His chief personal
objective at this stage is to achieve a high level of
specialised competence.

As an officer is professionally developed by
training and experience, he becomes eligible to fill
staff, and later, command billets. These postings
require the officer's participation in a wider field of
Service operations and management which make
demands upon knowledge and skills additional to
those developed by this experience and earlier
specialised training.

Many such postings are less directly con-
cerned in the operational use of naval equipment
and are more related to the policy and manage-
ment of the naval organization and naval
operations generally. The staff officer at this level
becomes involved in the process of directing,
planning, co-ordinating, evaluating and control-
ling functions — and participating in long term
policy activities. The analytical work in solving
problems at this level requires staff officers who
can accurately define problems from complex
data, arrange factors in sound perspective, and
then apply the most appropriate problem solving
technique. Simple qualitative reasoning alone
may be inadequate, and numerate techniques will
play an important role in solving problems and
enabling sound decisions at the policy level.
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Decisions and recommendations should not,
however, be made in isolation, or in ignorance, of
their wider implications. The perspective needed
in staff appointments comes from being well
informed of the many factors which bear on
Service decisions. Knowledge is needed of
defence policy and its deteminants, and of the
military and financial factors which influence its
implementation to a degree sufficient to ensure
that an officer's work is consistent with it.

A further problem in the wider field of Service
management is the change in environment. An
officer in most cases moves from an operational
post manned almost entirely by naval uniformed
personnel into a support or administrative
organization partly manned by civilians. He must
be able to work effectively in this organization.
This requires knowledge of the structure and
purpose of the organization and its agencies, the
methods of management and communication
established, and the role and functions of the
Public Service.

Finally, a large organization such as the Navy
relies on sound communications for its effective-
ness. Communication is conducted through
meetings and committees, or more commonly
through written material in the form of staff
papers, minutes, briefs and letters. These must
be written, often under the stress of a limited time
frame, in a way that will translate policy, orders,
instructions and information accurately, concisely
and unambiguously. Otherwise they may be open
to misinterpretation; the impact of good ideas
might not be made; the relevance of facts or
experience might not be established; and the
benefit of viable input lost in confusion or missed
in the speed with which such papers must be
processed. Representatives at meetings must
also be able to state their cases clearly, concisely
and in context, and evaluate and respond to the
views of others.

A junior officer is unlikely to have developed
these skills, or the knowledge and awareness he
requires in a staff posting. The lack of such
abilities impairs Service efficiency and the naval
staff course is therefore designed to facilitate the
transition of an officer from one field of Service
activity to the next. Accordingly, a staff officer
must develop skill in and acquire a knowledge of:
• solving of complex problems,
• managing resources delegated to him in-

cluding the time available,
• working effectively in an organization,
• the organization for the management of

Defence and his Service,
• principles and trends in the national and

international factors which bear upon
defence, and

• the role and capabilities of his own Service.

The RAN Staff College Course

The foregoing covers the shortfalls and
requirements of a staff officer, and suggests
elements in a suitable course structure. A typical
course will consist of 20 students made up of 14
Navy, 1 Army, 1 RAAF, 1 RNZN officer and 3
Public Servants, of whom one may be a woman.
The directing Staff comprises a Director
(Captain), three Syndicate Directors
(Commanders), one of whom is Assistant Director
(Implementation), and one Assistant Director
(Design & Development) (Commander) assisted
by two Research Officers (Lieutenant
Commanders). These are supplemented by a
civilian librarian and administrative and clerical
staff.

The course is divided into four Study Periods,
namely, Basic Staff Skill, Management Principles,
Defence and the Nation, and The Service
Environment.

Study 1 commences with three weeks of
writing, speaking and logical thinking exercises
directed towards the eventual aim of producing an
officer who can solve complex and unfamiliar
problems logically and effectively, then express
his solution convincingly in either a Service paper
format or at a verbal briefing. This is followed by
two intensive weeks of statistical methods which
is estimated conservatively as being the equiva-
lent of at least one university semester's post-
graduate work in both quality and content. This
segment is conducted by an ex-RAN officer who
is now a senior lecturer at a College of Advanced
Education. This is followed by two weeks of
Operations Analysis and computer techniques.
Because of Navy Office s heavy involvement in
operational tactics and equipment effectiveness
studies many Service papers involve the use of
Operational Analysis techniques.

The course, therefore, gives the students
some hands-on experience with computer pro-
gramming in the 'Basic' language and some
familiarity with solving military problems using
such techniques as Queueing Theory and Linear
programming. RANSC has its own computer
terminal linked to a large main frame computer in
Sydney, and during the peak instructional periods
hires a further three terminals to provide one to
each syndicate of six or seven students. Despite
the short time period available, about one third of
RANSC students become quite competent with
programming and in using analytical techniques.

At this point, the students commence Study
Period 2, the management section, of 41/2 weeks,
which draws heavily on academic lecturers from
Macquarie and Sydney Universities and the
University of NSW, plus leading practitioners in
the business field. Subjects include Motivation
Theory, The Principles of Human Behaviour and
the broad spectrum of Decision Making from
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autocratic to democratic and participative,
coupled with a study of individual student per-
formances compared to other peer groups and
other categories. The students are lectured on
Organization Theory, and its practical
applications; the Influence of Environmental
Factors Upon the Workforce; and the whole is put
into perspective by several, practising, manage-
ment consultants.

Most of these lecturers are College regulars
who seem to enjoy the type of audience at the
College and exploring the military view point. This
is very fortunate for the RANSC, as students must
be exposed to current management and organiz-
ation thinking and should not accept customs and
practice of the Service without question. The
RANSC does not aim to encourage naval officers
to dispute Service practice in general, but to
broaden their knowledge of management so that
they can improve their techniques, and that of the
Service as a whole.

Interspersed among these lectures, students
are introduced to case study techniques by
several syndicate and individual exercises.
Finally, the students are allocated to small groups
of two or three as consultants on problems within
the Defence organization. These problems are as
widely divergent as:
• 'Whether the traditional organization of Naval

establishments, being an image of ship organ-
ization moved ashore, is relevant and efficient
in the light of modern management concepts'

• To review the present refit and repair project
organization in Garden Island Dockyard and
recommend improvements'

• To investigate the problems that could arise
from the introduction of diploma — certificated
sailors into the RAN and recommend solu-
tions'.

The student groups are briefed on these topics by
the sponsor of the problem and make a verbal
presentation on completion of their study. Finally,
this is consolidated into a written paper.

An opportunity is taken to visit some of the
large business organizations in Sydney where
students are briefed on the scope of their
management problems and explore their
relevance to the Navy. These organizations
include some of the largest Australian and multi-
national companies and banks. There is also a
very demanding individual exercise where
students conduct a cost effective study into a
specified organization. They are required to
decide whether to introduce a computer based
system, and whether this should be by hire of
bureau facilities, or purchase or lease of either a
main frame or mini-computer. Students are thus
required to integrate their acquired knowledge of
computers with their analytical and written skills.

Study Period 3 follows with the aim of
developing student knowledge and under-

standing of national and world affairs which affect
Australia's defence interests. The aim is achieved
mainly by means of a large number of lecture and
discussion periods conducted by visiting
academics, Commonwealth departmental
officers and experts from the business world.
Topics addressed include The Australian
Economy, World Economic Trends, The Energy
Problem, Maritime Trade, Contemporary Political
and Social Problems, International and Maritime
Law, Foreign Policy and, most importantly from a
naval viewpoint, Strategic Thinking, including
Maritime Strategy. This study period is more
educational than training oriented, and is an
important learning and consolidation period for
the future senior officer who will need a wide
perspective and understanding of strategic
thinking and the political decision making pro-
cesses.

Finally, Study Period Four The Service
Environment', has the aim of enhancing student
knowledge of the organization, roles and
capabilities of all arms of the Defence Force but
with no reference to tactics. The College con-
centrates on the organization and management of
major commands and directorates in Defence
and Navy Office, project management and logistic
planning. Equally important, the students are
acquainted with the higher committee decision-
making process in Defence Central, and the other
departmental considerations leading to govern-
ment decisions on defence matters. During this
period, RANSC guest lecturers include most of
the RAN's serving admirals, the Secretary of the
Department of Defence, and the Chief of Defence
Force Staff. Outside visits are also made to the
other Services, such as Defence Research
Centre Salisbury, RAAF Bases Williamtown,
Edinburgh and Amberley, the Australian Joint
Warfare Establishment and the Land Warfare
Centre at Canungra.

Throughout the whole course, the oppor-
tunity is taken to invite any visiting foreign senior
officers to address the students on either RANSC
chosen topics or a topic of their particular interest.
Eminent persons are also invited to address the
students on topics of general interest, usually in
the evenings when wives can also attend.

Overall, the workload on students is heavy
and requires some out-of-hours homework;
however, the objective is to produce officers who
can adequately cope with future staff-work so that
they may improve their prospects and better
serve the RAN.
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SYSTEMATIC PROBLEM
SOLVING

(OR THE RAN TRAINING SYSTEM)

by Commander H.L. Dan RAN

Some of the most maligned people in the
RAN are those associated with the RAN Training
System. As I am one of those poor unfortunates
who is often on the receiving and of illogical
rhetoric from other personnel, generally around
the bar, I am keen to try and explain the
philosophy of the Training System in meaningful
terms. In terms which, as one of my recent staff
would describe, 'any intelligent person would
have to agree with'.

One of the problems of the Training System
has been the development of its own language
which has clouded the whole issue in a veil of
intricacy which has tended to alienate people. The
language, or jargon, is necessary for those who
operate the system, just as other employment
groups have their own standardised terms in
order for professionals to communicate effective-
ly with each other. That requirement to use the
jargon need not permeate this sort of article and I
will attempt to keep it to a minimum.

The approach I wish to adopt here is to
describe a systematic, problem solving model
and show how that can be related to the Training
System. Good problem solvers, of course, think
systematically and there is no requirement to lay
down a model for them to use. However, most of
us are less than perfect and the use of a model as
a strategy for attacking problems is often a useful
tool. That is, the results achieved are better, on
the average, if we use the model than if we don't.
In addition, if all problem solvers in a particular
field use the same model of problem solving, then
checking their approach when the problem is not
solved is easier because of the standardisation.

What do most of us do when confronted with
a problem solving situation? Well in order to find
out, I will walk through a simple navigation
problem. The ship is in blue water and the
problem is to get it alongside in a foreign port. How
does the Navigator tackle this problem? He first
analyses the task. Charts are consulted, tidal
information gathered, weather forecasts and local
effects considered. A solution to the problem is

then designed. The Navigator decides on track,
notes specific bearings, decides on wheel over
points, tugs required and so on. A point to be
noted here is that the Navigator may mentally
rehearse or try out this solution to evaluate it. The
next step then is to implement the solution. The
ship actually tries out the design solution. During
the evolution the solution is evaluated as it
occurs. Fixes are taken to ensure the ship is on
track. When the evolution is complete the
Navigator or CO will generally continue the
evaluation of the overall solution, noting where
the actual result did not meet that expected in the
designed solution. Corrective action can then be
noted and taken account of when the perform-
ance is required again.

In summary then the following occurred:

Problem: Enter harbour and berth ship
1. Specify task in detail and

examine and note all
relevant facts .. . .OR ANALYSE

2. Chart a solution noting any
special requirements . . . .OR DESIGN

3. Try out the solution to see
if it works OR IMPLEMENT

4. Check how well the trail
actually compared with the
designed solution and
revise . . .OR EVALUATE

THE AUTHOR

Commander Daw is an Instructor Officer who currently
occupies the billet of QIC RAN School of Training
Technology. In this position he is involved with the
management of courses designed to tram personnel to
implement the RAN Training System. As such, he has
an interest in publicising the Training System as a
simple problem solving model.
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In real life our first attempt at implementing a
solution may not work. Modification of the solution
design or part of it may be required before the
solution can be implemented. If the solution does
not solve the problem (this i s discovered when the
solution is evaluated) then it may be necessary to
go back and re-analyse the problem or choose a
different solution. Similarly, the solution may
solve the problem initially but not over a long
period because the problem may change. In such
a situation there is a requ rement to move back
and forth over the analyse, design, implement and
evaluate functions or modify the solution based
on the feedback being gained during the problem
solving.

I hope readers see the benefit of analysing
the problem before deciding on a solution. Too
often, evidence is seen of tinkering with solutions
without being certain of what the problem is. In a
complex situation the requirement to carefully
assess the problem before' designing and imple-
menting a solution is paramount.

Now to the problem for which training is
sometimes the solution. There are Service tasks
to be performed for which the recruited manpower
does not possess the requred skill. In other words
there is a gap in performance. This performance
shortfall may be overcome by at least four actions:
• recruiting individuals with the required skills,
• training new or existing manpower to perform

the tasks,
• changing management procedures, to

provide closer supervision, change main-
tenance policy etc.,

• chancing the performance required, say by
automating the performance, re-allocating the
tasks to skilled personnel and so on.

If training existing manpower is the solution
selected then the RAN Training System Model
prescribes the procedures which should be
followed.

The Model is similar to that used in the
example of problem soving (except for the
addition of the Validation function which will be
explained later) only the blocks are shown in a
horizontal linear sequence with feedback
possible at each phase (see figure 1).

The aim of the Model is to ensure a high correla-
tion among the elements of the Training System:
the job, training objectives, the instruction and the
testing. That is why the procedural model is for-
malized by the RAN to ensure that this
performance problem is tacked in a systematic
way.

If the five phases of the Training System are
examined, the likeness to any systematic problem
solving model is evident. However, it is worth
making the point that, as with the berthing
problem, the actual application of the model and
the achievement of a successful result may
require particular skills not possessed by the
average Naval person.

How does the Model work? In the Analysis
Phase the job and the trainee are examined to
define the gap between what the trainee can do
and what the job requires. This gap is then
expressed as a number of precisely worded
objectives which, if achieved by the trainee, would
close the gap in performance. Tests are then
constructed for each objective so that trainee per-
formance can be confirmed. In the Design Phase
the learning that has to be accomplished is
identified and the best strategy to do this decided.
Once training aids have been obtained and the
course sequenced and packaged, the instruction
can be tried out.

When required revisions have been made,
the course can then be conducted by the school
on a regular basis. The Evaluation is a withm-
school immediate process to see if the solution,
ie. training, has solved the problem — did the
trainee make the performances at the right
standard?

Validation is the measuring of the affective-
ness of the solution on the job. Can the ex-trainee
do the job? If not, why not? This Training System
then is a particular case of a general problem
solving model.

I think there would be general agreement
from readers that the training world is still con-
fronted with a great number of problems. The
RAN Training System has not solved them all, nor
will it. The system operates in a dynamic environ-
ment where change will continue to present new
problems and modify existing problems. The
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application of the Training System with the
functions of evaluation and validation gives
trainers the information required to keep the
training current and relevant. It would be fair to
say that this approach is admired by most other
vocational training organizations.

What are the problems faced by managers of
the Training System? Some that I perceive are:
• The expectation raised in some peoples

minds that the Training System will solve all
our training problems is false. Systems,
models, procedures do not solve training
problems, managers do. If the training
problems have not been solved then manage-
ment must take the blame.

• The successful application of the Training
System requires adequate organization and
resources. The latter, at least, is missing. This
is true, both in terms of the quality and quantity

of manpower, and in the area of financial and
other resources required for training.

• There is also the problem which results from
the status of training in the hierarchy of Naval
functions. Certainly those involved in training
perceive it to be the poor relation not only in
absolute but in relative terms.

• There has been a failure to integrate team, or
operational, training and individual training
within the RAN.
I have probably said enough. What I have

tried to do is to explain the Training System in
simple terms by using the analogy of a general
problem solving model. I have tried to avoid the
jargon associated with the system while acknow-
ledging its place in the professional arena. The
article concludes with four broad reasons why the
Training System is not as successful as it could be
in solving RAN performance problems.
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Re-printed with the permission of the Director AFFSE

ARMED FORCES FOOD SCIENCE
ESTABLISHMENT

It would be reasonable to assume that at one time or another, most, if not all of the members of the
Institute have eaten from ration packs. Whether the diner agreed with the menu is purely academic.
What is important, is how many of the diners gave thought to the ration pack itself, how was it
devised and where did it come from. This article will give the reader some insight into this important
adjunct of the Defence Forces.

Brief History

In 1954, development of three combat ration
packs, for use by Australian Servicemen, was
commenced. It commenced in Melbourne without
the use of readily available laboratory facilities for
the analyses of commercially processed foods,
and without the use of equipment for the produc-
tion and testing of 'mock-up' containers, either
tinplateorfibreboard.

Private industry was generally reluctant to
spend time and money on the development of
new products for which there might be only a
limited Defence demand. There were few food
processors who were able to provide detailed
analyses of their product. This made it difficult to
obtain quantities of some processed foods,
having specified properties, that could be incor-
porated in complete ration packs for test
purposes. Nevertheless, during the ensuing four
years, the following ration packs were developed
and accepted into the Army supply system:
• Emergency Ration.
• 24-hour (one man) Ration (now Combat

Ration [One Man]).
• 10-man Composite Ration (now Combat

Ration [10 Man]).
Concurrent with this program of work on

rations, there were four other defence food
science projects being conducted in Australia.
They related to meat dehydration, glucose-free
egg powder, fat anti-oxidants and the compres-
sion of dehydrated vegetables. The work on
compression was undertaken in a small research
station located at Scottsdale, Tasmania,
adjoining the only large dehydration factory in
Australia. The limited facilities at this station were
also used, to a minor degree, during the develop-
ment of ration packs.

In 1958, it was decided to progressively
terminate all defence food research in Australia
except that connected with the development of
rations for the Armed Forces. By then, the
Australian Armed Forces had ration packs of their
own and the many advantages in replacing
'canned equivalent1 rations with ration packs

especially designed for Australian Servicemen
were fully appreciated. Also, at this time, special
consideration was being given to the develop-
ment of lightweight patrol rations which included
compressed blocks of dehydrated meat and
vegetables. For this work, laboratory facilities,
and various items of equipment for compression,
were needed. These were available at Scottsdale
Tasmania where research had practically
ceased. Hence, it was convenient and logical for
work on the development of ration packs and
ration scales to be moved to this readily available
research station and the transfer, rather auto-
matically, took place.

As the Australian Army had the greatest
interest in the development of ration packs and
ration scales, the activities of the research station
were placed under the control of Army, although
they also included research and development for
the Royal Australian Navy and Royal Australian
Air Force. For the operation of the research
station, the Army raised an appropriate establish-
ment comprising civilians and servicemen. During
the ensuing years various changes to this estab-
lishment were made in the light of demonstrated
needs for specialist personnel.

The original research station, in which work
on compression had been conducted, was a
World War Two building which had been moved to
the site and appropriately modified. In 1965, Army
added an administrative block comprising library,
conference room, offices, tea room and toilet
facilities. In 1970 a large experimental processing
wing, new boiler house, laundry and Q-store
complex were added and land acquired for a car
park. By 1971 the range of activities of the
Establishment had expanded to cover work for all
three Services, and this was reflected in a change
of name to the Armed Forces Food Science
Establishment. In 1977, a large, new prefabricat-
ed store was added, and in 1980 new laboratories
were completed for nutrition, chemistry and
microbiology. A new library, engineering work-
shop and food museum were added also.

The reorganization of the Services and the
Defence Department in 1975 resulted in in-
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creased integration of the organizations
concerned with Australia s defences. Labora-
tories from five differen': departments were
formed into the single Defence Science Division.
As a result of this change, the Armed Forces Food
Science Establishment (AFFSE) became part of
the Service Laboratories ard Trials Division in the
Australian Defence Science and Technology
Organization (DSTO).

General Charter

The basic charter of the Armed Forces Food
Science Establishment is tc determine the energy
and nutrient requirements of Servicemen under
the various conditions in which they may be
required to operate, and translate these require-
ments into practical ration scales and ration packs
suitable for use under Serv ce conditions.

The charter would be relatively simple to fulfil
if all Servicemen were engaged in normal civilian
occupations and located in permanent barracks
with regular supplies of fresh food, an ample
supply of fresh water and adequate refrigeration
and food preparation facilities. But they are not.
The majority, especially in time of war, are housed
in tents and constantly on the move; many are
engaged on long range patrols over rugged
terrain, others fly at high altitudes under confined
conditions and some are in small ships subject to
the incessant movement of the sea. Fresh foods
may not be available and, in any case, are of little
use when foods have to be transported long dis-
tances without refrigeration and then held for
periods far in excess of their life as a fresh
commodity.

Hence ration scales based on the utilization
of non-perishable foods have to be developed.
Non-perishable foods are those that have a satis-
factory storage life when stored for considerable
periods under tropical conditions. For test
purposes, they must have a reasonable level of
consumer acceptance after being stored for two
years at 30°C. Most commercially processed
foods will not meet this test and, hence, special
food specifications are necessary to meet the
requirements of the Armed Forces. The prepar-
ation of such specifications is a continuing and
major responsibility of the Eistablishment.

In translating energy and nutrient require-
ments into ration packs, great care is taken to
ascertain, by means of large scale troop feeding
trials, the troop acceptability of each component
in a ration pack. This normally requires several
troop feeding trials to ensure that only compon-
ents with high degrees of acceptability are
included in the final design. It also ensures that
the ration packs have the' smallest weight and
volume. It keeps wastage to a minimum and, as a
result, keeps the cost of feeding likewise to a
minimum.

For a soldier on patrol, the length of the patrol
is normally determined by the amount of food he
can carry. Hence patrol rations must be as small
in volume and light in weight as possible. When all
technological means of reducing volume and
weight have been exhausted (trimming of bones
and other inedible material, removal of as much
water as possible, increasing energy value by the
addition of fat and use of pouches instead of cans)
the only avenue left is to determine to what extent
food consumption can be reduced without im-
pairing combat effectiveness. This, and its many
related problems, is a major activity of the
Establishment. Ration packs for survival
purposes require special consideration. The
Services mainly concerned are the Royal
Australian Navy and Royal Australian Air Force.
Survival packs for both these Forces have been
developed and are constantly under review.
Nevertheless, it is fully realised that, under
survival conditions, water is far more important
than solid food. Therefore, the Establishment also
investigates the means of providing safe water in
survival conditions.

Other major activities, complementary to the
foregoing, that lie within the charter of the Estab-
lishment are hot-air drying, freeze drying,
explosive puffing and compression of various
foodstuffs. The Establishment conducts research
into various aspect of each process and is well
equipped with pilot plant for small scale produc-
tion. It only engages in production on a larger
scale when private industry is unable to meet the
requirement for a product that has been
developed and is required by the Defence Forces.

Research and Development Program

Towards the end of each calendar year, the
three Services are invited to submit for consider-
ation problems that might be investigated by the
Establishment. Each submission is carefully
investigated, firstly to decide if a problem really
exists and then, whether the Establishment is the
best place in which to have it investigated. Some
problems might best be investigated by the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization, other Government
departments or private industry

If it is agreed that a scientific or technical
problem exists, and that it can best be investi-
gated by the Establishment, it is developed
formally into a task and submitted for inclusion in
the DSTO Planning Base. All tasks are reviewed
annually for financial support and six monthly for
scientific progress. Annual reports are made for
sponsor information and continued support.
Urgent tasks can be implemented if required, and
these do not have to wait for the annual pro-
cesses. Consultation with other authorities such
as CSIRO, Commonwealth and State Depart-
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merits and the commercial food industry is under-
taken before any new research programs are
begun. The AFFSE endeavours to foster co-
operation at all levels with others in the food
industry to achieve maximum use of resources
and prevent any duplication of effort.
Co-operative projects are entered into with other
groups where equipment or expertise can be
shared for mutual benefit.

Organization

The Establishment is organized into the
following sections: Food Science; Food
Technology; Experimental Processing; Nutrition
and Physiology; Engineering Design and Main-
tenance; and Administration. However, the
Establishment operates on an integrated basis as
many task involve more than one section.

Food Science

The section has responsibility for chemical
and microbiological analysis of foods; and
research into the appropriate methodology.
Chemical analyses are conducted for protein, fat,
carbohydrates, water, ash, metals, vitamins,
preservatives and pesticides. A wide selection of
modern instruments are available to undertake
the above analyses. They include gas and liquid
chromatographs, spectrophotometers, and a
protein analyser. Many of these instruments are
being automated.

The principal products examined are
complete ration packs used by the Defence
Forces; including Combat Ration (One Man) —
CR1M, Combat Ration (Ten Man) — CR10M,
Patrol Ration (One Man) -- PR1M, and the
Emergency Flying Ration —EFR. If required by
the Establishment's research program new
commercial products, experimental products, and
indigenous foods (bush foods) are also
examined. Microbiological examinations are
conducted on locally produced and other food
samples for quality control purposes, and inves-
tigations are conducted to determine standards
which ought to be expected in commercial
production. Facilities available are adequate for
the determination of total viable plate counts,
detection of yeasts and moulds, and the culture
and identification of possible food contaminants
such as enterobacteriaceae, staphylococci,
salmonella, shigella and coliforms. Methods used
conform to the Australian Defence Force Food
Specifications and the Standards Association of
Australia. The laboratories are registered with the
National Association of Testing Authorities
(NATA) and participate in Australia wide testing
programs to validate methods.

Food Technology

The section has responsibility for monitoring
new developments in food manufacture that may
have application to the Defence forces, for
development of special ration components, and in
conjunction with the Nutrition section, develop-
ment of new rations. All ration components are
organoleptically tested both before and after
storage at elevated temperatures, and for this,
controlled temperature and humidity rooms and a
taste testing kitchen and booth are available. As
most foods contain 60 to 90 per cent water there is
considerable emphasis in the section on methods
of food dehydration as well as compression.
Equipment includes roller, tray, belt, trough, bin
and freeze-drying pilot scale dehydrators.
Textural changes in meat following drying are
very important in relation to consumer accepta-
bility. The section uses a texturometer and texture
tester for such studies. Packaging is an integral
part of food processing technology of special
significance to Defence Food Science. The
evaluation of flexible packaging systems to
minimise mass and reduce wastage disposal
problems is a further activity of the section.

Experimental Processing

The section is under the control of the Food
Technology section and works closely with the
Engineering Design and Maintenance section. It
has two functions. One is to produce sufficient
quantities of new products for field trials on a large
enough scale to gauge service suitability, while at
the same time determining any changes that are
necessary in scaling up manufacture to a
commercial level. The second function of the
section is to produce Service food components for
which the peace-time demand is insufficient to
attract commercial manufacturers. A major
activity in recent years has been a detailed study
of processing parameters in freeze-drying of
composite meals. This research and develop-
ment program has achieved international acclaim
and has led to the development of a new combat
ration feeding system for the Defence Force.

Other work carried out by the section
includes packaging on a small scale of speciality
items which include the Australian Army
Emergency Ration, the Emergency Flying Ration,
Emergency Water and an Emergency Ration for
use by RAAF pilots.

Nutrition/Physiology

The role of the Nutrition/Physiology section
is synonymous with the charter of the Armed
Forces Food Science Establishment — that is the
assessment of the nutritional requirements of
Servicemen under the various conditions in which
they may be required to operate and the trans-
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lation of these requirements into practical ration
scales and ration packs suitable for use under
Service conditions. This *ole is achieved by
adopting a multidisciplinary approach and con-
siderable time and effort is cirected at liaising with
the Services, industry and other sections of the
AFFSE to ensure that the Service customer is
provided with nutritious, wholesome and accep-
table foods in line with his or her activities.

The military characteristics of a ration may
relate to the bulk and weighl, the number and type
of meals to be provided by the ration; the
maximum number of components; the minimum
preparation time allowed; the maximum storage
life; and the distribution and handling characteris-
tics of the ration. When designing a new ration,
the section is required to satisfy these charac-
teristics. These requirements may be met by the
use of existing commercia food components or
by limited in-house production. After successful
organoleptic, chemical and microbiological
evaluation, the section ha;; the responsibility to
design and conduct field user trials of the ration.

Extensive troop feeding trials under combat
conditions constitute an extremely important
activity for the section, as t provides direct user
feed-back on the acceptability, adequacy and
Service suitability of the rations. The data from the
trials enable necessary modifications to be made
to the rations to achieve consumer acceptability.
Combat efficiency, food cost and waste are
accorded high priority in such work.

The range of rations for which the section has
responsibility include: raticn packs designed for
emergency and survival ourposes; rations for
extended patrolling and assault purposes;
situations where there is little guarantee of daily
provisioning, and rations which are not packaged
but provided according to a scale.

A further major activity of the Nutrition/
Physiology section is a regular review of the
Australian Defence Force Ration Scales to
ensure that the issue is based on sound nutritional
practices while providing maximum flexibility in
the choice of food items. Food usage and
wastage surveys in static nesses are conducted
as part of this activity. Physiological studies under
survival conditions are performed to assess food
and water requirements.

Engineering Design and Maintenance

The size, location and type of research and
developmental programs undertaken by the
AFFSE require an Engineering section that is
versatile to cover the breadth of activities involved
in the provision of engineering services. These
services include the design, installation, fabri-
cation, testing, modification, commission,
development, maintenance and operation of plant
and equipment. The section is responsible also

for the provision of technical specifications,
recommendations, and procurement requests for
new items of equipment, the provision of cost
estimates and operating and maintenance
instructions for plant and equipment. The pre-
paration and processing of technical require-
ments for all facility aspects of the Establishment,
including major new building requirements and
repairs and maintenance of buildings, is an
additional function. The section also undertakes
experimental food projects and tasks and
provides assistance in project work to other
sections of the AFFSE as required. The section
liaises with industry on the development and pro-
motion of processes and equipment of interest to
the AFFSE, and compiles relevant technical
information.

Administration

This section includes the library and all
management cells. The Director is assisted by an
Assistant Director who is in charge of the Food
Technology and Experimental Processing
sections, an Administrative Officer (Army
Captain), a Quartermaster Sergeant, clerical
assistant and typist. A number of staff functions
are supplied by the Defence Regional Office,
Hobart, and by the Service Laboratories and
Trials executive in Canberra. Army provides
many services which facilitate the administration
of the Establishment.

Co-Operative and Contract Research

In addition to the defence food research and
development undertaken at the Armed Forces
Food Science Establishment, a small amount of
defence food research is undertaken in several
Australian universities on a contract basis. This
research is confined to basic work requiring the
use of highly sophisticated equipment for which
the Armed Forces Food Science Establishment
would have no general use, or requiring academic
training and skills normally found only in univer-
sities and similar institutions.

These are subject to annual review and each
may be continued for a period of about three
years. New projects are considered from time to
time and, as one reaches completion, another
may be commenced.

The Defence Food Science Adviser is
responsible for arranging the funding of these
projects and for recommendations for their con-
tinuance or termination. Contracts have been
entered into with the Universities of Melbourne
and Adelaide.

Co-operative programs with appropriate
institutions are undertaken as required. Other
Government departments and the CSIRO are
involved while the commercial food industry has a
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close association with the AFFSE in developmen-
tal work. A number of companies are participating
usually at the one time. The results of the AFFSE
programs are made available to industry freely by
direct contact and consultation in addition to
published reports.

Publications and Report

The AFFSE reports on projects in a number
of ways largely determined by the nature of the
tasks and the sponsoring agency. As the Estab-
lishment is a member of the Defence Science and
Technology organization the majority of reports
are directed at the Defence and allied commun-
ities in Australia and overseas. There is a well
defined format for DSTO publications and this is
followed for most reports. Publications are largely
unclassified and are distributed widely to appro-
priate institutions as well as to Defence
Commands according to a distribution list.

As a result of a decision by the Common-
wealth Defence Science Organization, member

countries produce an Activities Report at inter-
vals. These reports represent a summary of
achievements in defence food science and
provide overseas countries with a concise state-
ment of current work. Copies of most of them are
available on request.

Overseas Contacts

The AFFSE maintains close contact with a
number of countries through the Food Study
Group of the Commonwealth Defence Science
Organization. The FSG meets approximately
every three years where reports and scientific
papers are presented. Membership of the group is
thirteen countries with the USA having observer
status. Bi- and multi-lateral exchanges occur
through the FSG on many areas of defence food
science. Recently co-operation with France has
been developed and closer ties established with
New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United
States of America. Technical reports are
exchanged on a regular basis and there is much
officer to officer contact.

"Years of placid peace and the diffidence of Treasury had inhibited development of bombs, a natural
consequence of a war to end all wars but regrettable in the face of reality. Lack of development had
been assisted by the presence here and there in the Services of a few of those officers who thrive
only in peacetime, lacking neither in courage nor devotion to Regulations and afternoon team but
lamentably deficient in the vitality and intellectual resilience that lead to actual work being done."

Paul Brickhill — The Dam Busters
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HMS Ht'RMES (post 1981 refit) now fitted with a 12° ski-jump.

SEAPOWER '81

The Proceedings of SEAPOWER 81 are available from the Institute at $12
per copy. (Those who attended the Seminar receive a copy automatically, the cost
being included in the registration fee). The Proceedings contain the papers
presented at the Seminar.

Send your cheque to the Treasurer, Australian Naval Institute, P.O. Box
18, Deakin, ACT 2600.
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WASHINGTON

NOTES

The seizure of the American Embassy in
Teheran shook the United States from a lethargy
regarding its national defense. For the first time
since the withdrawal from Vietnam, the general
populace realized that there are valid uses for
armed force in intercourse between nations.
Indeed, there was much indignation when military
action was not immediately forthcoming and,
later, dismay when the planned rescue of our
diplomats resulted in failure.

It was a shock to discover that, for all the
billions spent annually on defense, our military
could not act speedily and decisively to protect
American diplomats from acts by a hostile govern-
ment. President Carter s establishment of a Rapid
Deployment Force (RDF) in late 1979, capable of
handling such emergencies, was therefore met
with general approval and a good deal of relief.

The original concept for manning the RDF
was to place certain units of each of the armed

services, totalling approximately 100,000 men, on
calls by the commander of the RDF, a marine
general. The plan has since suffered from an
acute case of the 'American disease': tremen-
dous and seemingly undirected growth. Projected
force strength had mushroomed to 200,000 men
in 1981 when Secretary of Defense Weinberger
announced that the RDF would be converted into
an independent Joint Task Force (JTF),
commanded by an Army general, reporting to the
Secretary of Defense through the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. The RDF/JTF is to become a Unified
Command on 1 January 1983 Operational
control of designated units will be assumed by the
Unified Command.

Although the final size and composition of the
RDF/JTF has yet to be established, a report
prepared for Congress lists its current make-up as
follows:

Service

Army

Unit

Marines

Navy

Air Force

82nd Airborne Division
(Includes combat and combat support units.)

101st Airborne Division (Air Assault)
24th Mechanized Infantry Division
48th Merchanized Infantry Brigade

(Georgia National Guard)
Three Amphibious Brigades

(Includes aviation and logistic support elements.
15,800 in each brigade.)

Three Aircraft Carrier Task Forces

Tactical Fighter and Airlift Wings

Personnel

16,200

17,000

12,300
3,600

47,400

Escorts and support vessels
would vary depending on
tasks
Unknown
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As with any new idea, problems exist and
many questions remain to he answered:

Command

The need for an independent RDF/JTF
command structure is highly questionable. For
over two centuries, the United States marine
Corps has been remarkably successful when
acting as this country's 'raoid deployment force1,
and no powerful argument has been made to
remove this traditional function from the Corps.
Interservice rivaltries and ealousies, particularly
on the part of the Army, appear to be the primary
reasons for the separate command. However, the
desire not to be left out of headlines nor the Army
officer corps dislike of being commanded by
Marine officers no longer can be tolerated when
the country is sacrificing so much to rebuild its
armed services. Duplication of command
establishments for these purposes cannot be
afforded.

The Marine Corps is well suited to assume a
command role for RDF forces. Corps planners
targeted the Persian Gulf as a potential area of
operations soon after the Second World War. The
Corps is unique in its close relationship to the
Navy and in its maintame'nce of its amphibious
capabilities which I believe will be more important
in the deployment of the RDF than is currently
projected. Finally, the Marine corps is our
designated force in readiness. Its mission often
parallel but is not identical to the Army's. Every
effort should be made to equip the Corps as a fast
interdiction force while the Army specializes as a
heavily armed and and equipped force able to be
sustained for long campaigns over extended time
periods.

'Best Case' Scenario

The RDF is based on the idea that the major
portion of its equipment will be prepositioned
either at friendly bases near potential trouble
areas or at sea. The Indian Ocean-Persian Gulf
area is currently the most probable area of
operations for the Force. Should our government
decide an intervention is warranted, troops would
be flown from the United States and other
American bases to meet this prepositioned
equipment. The complete force will then proceed
to land in what Defense Department planners
have determined will be a 'permissive environ-
ment', namely where friendly airfields and ports
would be available for RD'r use.

It is astounding to believe that any respons-
ible military planner would base his estimates on
such an optimistic projection. Even if a friendly
government invites our lorces into its country,
today's sophisticated armament could enable one
man or a small band of guerrillas to disable or

destroy enough ships or aircraft as to render any
port or airfield useless.

RDF planning and procurement should be
based on a 'worst case' scenario that would have
the Marines making amphibious landings and
have airborne forces dropped by parachute or
landed by helicopter in a hostile environment. A
ship configured for amphibious landings or
aircraft capable for air assaults can always use
regular docking or airport facilities but aircraft and
ships without assault configuration cannot be
used for that purpose.

Published reports of RDF planning also
suffer from the 'best case1 scenario regarding the
Force's use of a large portion of the nation's airlift
and sealift potential. What if there is opposition to
our landing and we suffer high attrition in ships
and particularly aircraft? Only the C-5 and
projected CX transports can move an M-1 tank,
and then only one per trip. What if more than one
"hot spot" develops at a time? Although ships and
aircraft have been designated for use by the RDF,
how long will they be available and how will
attrition in those forces in the alternate location
effect the continued resupply and reinforcement
of the RDF?

Units Assigned

The RDF suffers from a potentially fatal flaw
in that several of its key components have been
assigned to multiple duties in case of an
emergency. The 82nd and 101st Airborne
Divisions are not only assigned to the RDF but
also forms part of the strategic reserve based in
the continental United States. As such, these
units play an integral role in NATO planning and
their use by the RDF could be potentially
disastrous should there be a concurrent
emergency in Europe. It is therefore necessary
that these divisions be replaced by similarly
equipped units of the Army or the Marines and
preferably the latter under the proposed
command restructure.

To date, a separate fleet has not been
activated for service in the Indian Ocean so the
carrier task forces designated to cover the RDF
must be drawn from other fleets. Again, what if
more than one trouble spot develops at the same
time? Will the 6th Fleet give up a task force if
concurrent problems develop in the Mediter-
ranean and the Persian Gulf Solving this
problem will be very expensive (nuclear carrier
task forces cost about $10 billion) and will require
far more flexible thinking than has been
evidenced by the Navy Department

Smaller, conventially powered carriers could
provide adequate cover for the RDF. However,
the acceptance of a new concept let alone the
time needed for construction of such vessels pose
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a major drawback because the need for the
vessels is immediate.

An interesting alternative has been put
forward by Lieutenant James L. George, USN
(Ret.), in a prize winning essay in the United
States Naval Institute Proceedings. Lieutenant
George has proposed the establishment of
several 'flying squadrons' (the name taken from a
fast squadron formed in 1898 to protect the United
States East Coast from expected Spanish
raiders) consisting of older ships brought home to
better upkeep and less strenuous duties to extend
their service lives. The first flying squadron could
be established this year, formed around the
CORAL SEA. This ship could soon be joined by
the recommissioned ORISKANY with the former
operating fighter aircraft while the latter operated
attack aircraft. Further squadrons could be
formed as new carriers are added to the fleet and
at least one other, the BON HOMME RICHARD,
is brought out of retirement. Although old and well
used, these carriers could act as direct support for

the RDF but, because of time constraints, would
probably replace of newer carriers that could be
sent to support the RDF.

Finally, to rely on reserve or National Guard
units in either support or combat roles for the RDF
is a contradiction in terms. Rapid means rapid.
The force must be fully manned and equipped at
all times to be ready for immediate deployment at
all times. Although the proposals I have made
would require the addition of at least 50,000 men
and numerous ships and aircraft to the active
forces, with their attendant expense, the time
saved by using fully active forces for the RDF
could provide the margin of victory in any conflict.

The need for the RDF remains great. We are
lucky that no situation requring its projected
capabilities has yet taken place. However, much
thinking and improved planning is needed from
the Congress, the Defence Department, and the
services before the RDF can grow into the
instrument of national policy it was meant to be.

Tom A. Friedmann

JOURNAL BINDERS

Journal binders are available (as illustrated) from the Treasurer, price $6.00 each including
postage. Coloured blue, with gold lettering and AMI crest, each binder will hold 12 copies of the
journal (3 years' supply) by means of a metal rod which is inserted simply through the middle page of
the journal and held firmly at top and bottom of the binder. Plastic envelopes on the bottom of the
spine enable volume numbers or years to be inserted.
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Royal Swedish Navy has taken delivery of Hugin-class patrol boat
no. 14 in a series of 16.
Length: 36.4 m. Displacement: 150 tons. Speed: 30+ knots.
Complement: 18.

SCANFIRE
• Bofors all purpose gun 57 mm/ L 70.
• Kongsberg SSM Penguin Mk 2
• Philips combat & weapon control

system 9LV 200.

This powerful weapon package is proposed for the R.A.N. Freemantle
class FPB.

PHILIPS ELEKTRONIKINDUSTRIER AB
Defence Electronics. S-17588 Jarfalla, Sweden.
Tel. Int. +4675810000. Telex 11505 philja s.

PHILIPS
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MEMBERSHIP LIST
as at April 1982

(Errors and omissions should be brought to the attention of the Membership Secretary.)

Lieut B.L Adams
1 Moor Crt
Point Lonsdale Vic 3225

Commodore H.J.P. Adams
F-3-62
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander K.M. Adams RANR
15Treeview Place
Bellevue Hill NSW 2023

Lieut I.C. Allen
HMAS PERTH

Lieut Cdr F.A. Allica
Rose Cottage
Meeham St
Yass NSW 2582

Midshipman C.C. Alsop
12A Dover Court
11-15 Gilbert St
Dover Heights NSW 2030

Lieut Cdr A.K. Anderson
34 Sophia Cres
North Rocks NSW 2151

Mr G.K. Andrews
5 Kent Street
Epping NSW 2121

AC M.K. Andrew A321892
AJWE
RAAF Williamtown
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Captain R.A. Arundel
A-3-28
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Sub Lt A.J. Atkinson
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Ulladulla NSW 2539

Lieut Cdr C.B.Atkinson
AJASS
HMAS ALBATROSS

MrJ.W. Auchetti
30 Rawdon Hill Drive
Dandenong VIC3175

Mr G.D. Austin
15 BerghoferCrt
CharnwoodACT2615

Lieut Cdr M.J. Aylward
HMAS ADELAIDE

Ensign G.V. BakaUSN
1192 Las Raposas Rd
San Rafail
California USA 94903

Commander J.R. Baker WRANS
D-4-1
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

MrS.J. Barnes
56 Morgan Cres
Curtin ACT 2605

MrH.S. Barrett
Care PO
Metung VIC 3904

Lieut Cdr O.S. Barwood
8 Bromwell Crt
Wanniassa ACT 2603

Commander R.J. Bassert RAN (Rtd)
PO Box 2
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Wolverhampton WV 73ED UK

Captain W.S.G. Bateman
40 Longerenong St
Farrer ACT 2607
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10 Nicholson Ave
St Ives NSW 2075

Captain A.L. Beaumont AM
A-2-12
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut D.N. Bell
HMAS WATERHEN

Mr E.T. Bell
9 The Grove
Belrose NSW 2085

Mr G.T. Bence
PO
WinnellieNT5789

Lieut Cdr D.T. Bennet
1 -2-09
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600
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Commander A.J.T. Bennett RD RANR
ANZ Bank Ltd
PO Box 9
Norwood SA 5067

Mr J.T. Bennett
44 Amora Street
Mosman NSW 2088

Dr E. Bensoff
CTEC
6862 Elm St
McLean VA USA 22101

Captain H.P. Berger MVO
D-4-12
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr T.F. Bergman
188 Exhibitions!
Melbourne VIC 3000

Commodore N.R.B. Berlyn AM
39 Godrey St
Campbell ACT 2601

LieutCdrl.R. Berry
A-2-14
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

MrT.J. Bintles
CCAE
PO Box 1
Belconnen ACT 2616

Commonder P.V. Blackman
HMAS WATERHEN

Lieut T.N. Bloomfield
Naval Support Command
175-183 Liverpool St
Sydney NSW 2000

Commander R.S. Blue
179 Monaro Cres
Red Hill ACT 2603

Commodore N.A. Boase RAN (Rtd)
C/- P.I. Keys
5 Darnley St
Gordon NSW 2072

Commander C.F. Boulton
Wardroom
HMAS WATSON

Lieut M.J. Bonatto
N-2-07 Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander V.W. Bonnett RAN
3 McLachlan St
Weetangera ACT 2614

Lieut J.H. Booker
HMAS MELBOURNE

Mr M.R. Booker
20 Gawler Cres
Deakin ACT 2600

Lieut A.G. Berwick RANR
59 Kamarin St
Manly West QLD 4179

MrS.M. Bourke
PO Box 9
Macquarie ACT 2614

Captain G.L. Boyd RD ADC RANR
16HoldwaySt
Kenmore QLD 4069

Commander J.L. Brandl
4 Deasland Place
FraserACT2615

Commander A.H.R. Brecht
HMAS CAIRNS

Lieut Cdr V.C. Brice
37 Gilbert St
Hackett ACT 2602

Wing Cdr L.W. Brighton RAAF (Rtd)
68 Kitchener St
Hughes ACT 2605

Commodore I.W. Broben RANEM
83 Bannister Head Rd
Mollymook NSW 2539

Commander D.L. Brooker RANR
145 Wattle Valley Rd
CamberwellVIC3124

Lieut Cdr J.R. Brown
HMAS COOK

Mr Henry Brown
12 Gleneagles Cres
Waitara NSW 2077

Wing Cdr P.K. Brown RAAF
13 Moroak St
Hawker ACT 2614

Lieut Cdr P. Bruce-Walker
2-6-07
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr E. Bryden-Brown RANR
28/30 Morton St
Wollstonecroft NSW 2065

MrD. Burchell
2 Elm St
Unley Park SA 5061

Mr I.M. Burnside
50 Amaroo St
Reid ACT 2601
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MrT.K. Burr
A-G-13
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Vice Admiral
Sir Henry Burrell KBE CB RAN (Rtd)
49 National Crt
Forrest ACT 2603

Warrant Officer J.E. Burton
68 Melba Drive
North Ryde NSW 2113

Lieut Cdr R. Butterworth
CDSC
Fyshwick ACT 2609

Captain Ian Callaway
RANTAU
North Sydney

Commodore R.R. Calder AM
1-1-31
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr G.C. Calderwood
L-4-13
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Warrant Officer D. Calvert WRANS
D-4-01
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr A.B. Camac
Wardroom
HMAS CERBERUS

Major J.D. Cambridge
G-1-27
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander D.J. Campbell
Government House
Dunrossil Drive
Yarralumla ACT 2600

Commander R.J. Canham
HMAS PLATYPUS

Mr G.B. Canning
23 Brentwood Ave
Pascoe Vale South
VIC 3044

Lieut Cdr M.J. Carrell
D-3-16
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Captain A.M. Carwardine
CDSC
Fyshwick ACT 2609

Midshipman A.M. Carwardine
Wardroom
HMAS WATSON

Rear Admiral
B.J. Castles CBE RAN (Rtd)
Suite 2906, La Port D'or
3422 Gold Goast Highway
Surfers Paradise OLD 4217

Commander D.A. Caton
A-2-13
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander M.C. Chalmers WRANS
HMAS KUTTABUL

Admiral A.K. Chatterji
E-12/3VasantViha
New Delhi 110-057
India

Mr D.A. Chapman
4 Orlando Ave
Cremorne NSW 2090

Lieut K.R. Clancy
K-4-21
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr A.J.Clark
39A Carroll St
KogarahNSW2217

Mr C.D.Clarke
3 Halgania Way
Duncraig WA 6023

Commodore M.A. Clarke AM RANEM
2 Tristan Court
9 Tristania St
Rivett ACT 2600

Commander D.E. Clinch
HMAS MORETON

Commander R.J. Cocking
Jamakarri Farm
Lot 479 Roberts Rd
Denmark Estate
Denmnark WA 6333

Lieut E.J. Coles RANNS
Wardroom
HMAS CERBERUS

Commander G.R. Cole
HMAS ALBATROSS

Lieut Cdr S.E.W. Cole RANEM
7 Daplin Close
WestonACT2611

Midshipman P.A. Coffey
HMASCRESWELL
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Dr K.L.Collins
POBox 146
Double Bay NSW 2028

Commander D. Collingridge MVO
27 Wetherhill St
Leichhardt NSW 2040

Captain S.F. Comfort AM RANEM
87 Shackleton Circuit
Mawson ACT 2607

Lieut Cdr LM. Common WFANSR
Ethos House
Canberra City ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr J.R. Cook RANR
103StennerSt
Toowoomba Old
4350

Lieut G.G. Cooper RANR
36 Reveley Cres
Stirling ACT 2611

Captain O.R. Cooper
1-6-18
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr R.K. Cooper
55 William St
Melbourne VIC 3000

Mr A.D. Cornes
22 Alfred Rd
North FremantleWA6159

Lieut Cdr P.K. Coulson
HMAS PENGUIN

Rear Admiral
G.J.B. Crabb CBE DSC RAN (Rtd)
37 Lucinda Ave
Wahroonga NSW 2076

Commander A.M. Craig
A-3-02
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr F. Cranston
15 Ambara Place
ArandaACT2614

DrR.P. Greaser
A-1-06
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr E.D.J. Crone
14 Wmmallee Rd
Balwyn VIC3103

Commodore A.R. Cummins AM
B-2-10
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr D. Cunningham
Fleet HQ
Garden Island NSW

Lieut G.D. Curran
Master Attendants Office
Garden Island NSW

Commander G. Cutts
K-4-35
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Captain J. DaCosta
HMAS PENGUIN

Commodore T.A. Dadswell AM
HMAS ALBATROSS

Commodore H.H. Dalrymple
Private Bag No 4
Williamstown VIC 3016

Lieut C.W. Derby
HMS RHYL
BFPO Ships
London UK

Rear Admiral J. Davidson AO
La Perouse St
Red Hill ACT

Lieut Cdr P.J. Davies
4-7-30
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

A/Commander B.J. Davis RANR
C-4-32
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Chaplain M.L. Davis
HMASLEEUWIN

Commander H.L Daw
Wardroom
HMASCERBERUS

Lieut P.J. Debnam
818 Thames St
Balmain NSW 2041

Captain P.G.V. Dechaineux
91 Strickland Cres
Deakin ACT 2600

Midshipman B.G. Delamont
HMASCRESWELL

Commander J.R. Delaney
28 Wagga St
Farrer ACT 2607

Lieut Cdr D.D. Dickie RANEM
123LanbriggSt
Farrer ACT 2607
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Captain J.S. Dickson MBE
HMAS BRISBANE

Commander F.J. Digwood RANR
78 Bayview Tee
ClaremontWA6010

Lieut V.E. DiPietro
RNAS Culdrose
Helston
Cornwall UK

Mr G.T. Donnon
Thomson — CSF
PO Box A 269
South Sydney NSW 2001

Mr H.W. Donsworth
8 Mickey St
Huka NSW 2460

Lieut W.A. Dovers
HMS DRYAD
Southwell Park
Hants UK

Rear Admiral
W.J. Dovers CBE DSC RAN (Rtd)
ADFA Development Council
Jamieson House
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr P. Downes WRANS
Wardroom
HMAS HARMAN

Commander M.H. Dowsett
HMAS ALBATROSS

Lieut B.M. Dowsing
HMAS BUCCANEER

Rear Admiral
A.B. Doyle CBE BE RAN (Rtd)
Malgarai
Boggabella NSW 2409

Captain J.C. Drinkwater
Australian High Commission
Wellington Bag
Dept Foreign Affairs
Parkes ACT 2600

Captain T.R. Duchesne
HMAS PLATYPUS

Lieut J.A. Duncan WRANSR
2/91 Drumalbyn Rd
Bellevue Hill NSW 2023

Commander A.C. Dyson RN
BDLS
British High Commission
Canberra ACT 2600

A/Commander G.J. Earley
D-1-15
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut M.B. Edwards RANEM
PO Box 8
Charnwood ACT 2615

Commander J.L Euston QBE RANEM
POBoxlO
Tuross Heads NSW 2537

MrC.J. Evans
17 Selkirk St
Winston Hills NSW 2153

Lieut Cdr O.K. Faithful RANR
5 Amesbury Ave
St Ives NSW

Captain D.S. Ferry
RMB617
Queanbeyan NSW 2600

Professor P.T. Fink
3-4-38
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

MrT.S. Fink
36 Darvell St
St Leonards NSW 2065

Commodore T.R. Fisher AM
GMGID
Garden Island NSW 2000

Mr T.F.Fitzgerald
17 Norman St
DeagonQLD4017

Mrs E.W. Fitzgerald
28 Croydon Ave
CroydonNSW2132

Commander K. Flindell
ADFA Secretariat
Jamieson House
Reid ACT 2600

MrJ.M. Flynn
15 Christian St
ClayfieldQLD4011

Commander J.D. Foster RAN (Rtd)
PO Box 911
Surfers Paradise QLD 4217

Captain D.R.O.S. Fox
HMASNIRIMBA

Captain L.G. Fox RANEM
7 Pope St
Hughes ACT 2605

Lieut Cdr R.J. Francis
Fleet HQ
Garden Island NSW
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Commander P.B Gashler
D-3-09
Russell Offices
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Rose Bay NSW 2029
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Naval Support Command
Liverpool St
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2000
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Torrens ACT 2607
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W. Pymble NSW 2013
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D-4-03A
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Clifton Gardens NSW 2088

Commander G.H. Longden
HMAS ADELAIDE

Commander G.H. Lovell RANR
29 Ingrams Rd
Research VIC 3095

Mr R.D.Low
65 Recreation Parade
Semaphore Park SA 5019

Rear Admiral
D.F. Lynam
2-6-13
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr M.A. Lynch
19 Koordor St
Mt Lawley WA 6050

Lieut Cdr R.G. MacDonald RANR
350 Gladstone Ave
Mount St Thomas
Wollongong NSW 2500

Captain I.D.G. MacDougall
A-3-09
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr S.F. MacDougall RANNS
HMAS CERBERUS

Captain B.D. MacLeod AM WRANS
D-2-25
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Saia Ma'fu
Tongan Defence Force
Box 12
Nuku'Alofa Tonga

Commander J.K. Markham RANEM
5 Braddon St
BlacktownNSW2148

Sub LtJ.A.H.Marshall
34 Poinsettia St
Holloway Beach QLD 4871

Rear Admiral
D.J. Martin
D-3-03A
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander G.P. Martin
RAN Staff College
HMAS PENGUIN

Lieut K.C. Mathews RANEM
Army Test Proof Facility
Pt Wakefield SA 5550

Midshipman C. Maxworthy
83 Warragal Rd
Turramurra NSW 2074

Mr J.H. Mayson
68 Duffy St
Ainslie ACT 2602

Mons G.F. Mayne
Senior Chaplains Office
Garden Island NSW

Lieut Cdr J.F. McCabe
HMASCRESWELL

Lieut Cdr J.F. McCafferie
HMAS JERVIS BAY
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Mr R. McDonald
4/27 Mona Rd
South Yarra VIC 3141

Captain J.G. McDermott
RANTAU
54-56 Miller St
North Sydney NSW 2060

Rear Admiral
N.E. McDonald AO RAN (Rtd)
132 Fletcher Rd
Woollahra NSW 2025

Mr K. McK. McGuire
126 The Comenarra Parkway
Turramurra NSW 2074

Commodore L.J. Mclnerney RANEM
15 Lakeside Ave
North Manly NSW 2100

SubLtP.E. McKibbin
HMAS WARNAMBOOL

Mr M. McKinley
Department of International Relations
Research School of Pacific Studies
PO Box 9
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut A.R. McKinnie
HMAS BRISBANE

Commander G.F. McLennan
2-2-13
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Midshipman R.A. McMillan
HMAS CRESWELL

Lieut R.M. McMillan
2-1-21
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander G. McNally
HMAS STIRLING

Mr J. Meister
24 Riches Ave
Woodford NSW 2778

Mr M. Melliar-Phelps
7 Kenneth Ave
Longueville NSW 2066

Captain J.S. Merrillees
A-4-11
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Rear Admiral
J.S. Mesley CBE MVO DSC RAN (Rtd)
15 Forest Rd
Double Bay NSW 2028

Air Commodore
G.G. Michael AO QBE AFC RAAF
Lot 40 Bells Lane
Kurmond NSW 2757

Commodore D.D. Miller RANEM
2 Richmond Ave
Cremorne NSW 2040

Miss F.F. Miller
78 Farnell St
WestRydeNSW2114

Lieut CdrC.A.R. Mills RANR
1 Alison St
North GlenelgSA5045

Midshipman R.T. Minghamm
HMAS CERBERUS

Sub Lt P. Minshall
HMAS STALWART

Mr A.G.Mitchell
Cockatoo Island
Rozelle NSW 2039

Lieut R. Moffitt
452 Blaxland Rd
Eastwood NSW 2122

Captain J.O. Morrice
Australian High Commission
PO Box 9129
Hohala PNG

Commander C.J. Morris RAN (Rtd)
25 Debenham St
Mawson ACT 2607

Mr P. Morrow
2/35 Hume St
Crows Nest NSW

Mr J. Mortimer
F-2-44
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander G.A. Morton
A-3-16
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Captain P.M. Mulcare
A-3-20
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

CPOG.F. Murdock
HMAS ONSLOW

Lieut Cdr K.D. Murphie RANR
8 Collins Rd
St Ives NSW 2075
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Rear Admiral
Sir Brian Murray KCMG AO RAN (Rtd)
Government House
Melbourne VIC 3000

Mr J.G. Murray
Apt 317 Scott House
Micmac Bvde
Dartmouth
Nova Scotia B3A 4L6
Canada

Commander R.J. Nattey MVO
3-1-25
Campbell Park Offices
Canbera ACT 2600

SubLtP.K. Naughton
HMAS SWAN

Navy League of Australia
88 Malvern Rd
Mt Albert VIC 3127

Mr A. Needham
55 Fincham Crescent
Wanniassa ACT 2903

Captain T.W. Neilson
2 Kirkwood Ave
Mtlsa OLD 4825

Commander G. Nekrasov
L-2-23A
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander R.A. Newcomb
F-2-45
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr J.G Newman
2-1-19A
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr B. Nicholas
3 Wanawong Drive
Thornleigh NSW

Mrs B.M. Nicholson
C/- DGNTE

Commodore I.H. Nicholson CBE
D-2-04
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

SubLtM.R. Nicol
HMAS IBIS

Captain C.J. Nisbet AM
2-1-31
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Captain B. Nobes
34 Bangalla St
Warrawee NSW 2074

Commander I.A. Noble
RANTAU

Mr J.A. Noble
8 Agnes Ave
NorthBalwynVIC3104

MrG.F. Norman
7 Moskara St
HowrahHtsTAS7018

MrA.B. Nutt
St Georges College
Crawley WA 6009

Sub Lt M.A. O'Brien
12 Stacy St
Gowrie ACT 2904

MrT.J. O'Connor
A-1-02
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Dr R.J. O'Neill
PO Box 4
Canberra City ACT 2601

Commander D.E. Oner
HMAS HOBART

MrT.J. O'Rourke
L-2-10
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commodore D.J. Orr
D-3-06
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander R.A. Osborne RAN (Rtd)
68 Chelmsford Ave
Lindfield NSW 2070

A/Captain T. O Sullivan
A-G-12
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr W.R. Overton
HMASWARNAMBOOL

Captain W.L. Owen
GPOBox 1416T
Brisbane Old 4001

Commander C.J. Oxenbould
19 Glover St
Mosman NSW 2085

Commander M. Parker RN (Rtd)
1/53 Albany Rd
Toorak VIC 3142
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Lieut Cdr N.V. Parker
A-2-04
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commodore V.A. Parker RAN (Rtd)
458 Balcombe Rd
BeaumarisVIC3193

MrB.E. Parr
PO Box 732
Hermit Park QLD 4812

Commander D.R. Patterson RAIMEM
7 Blakely Row
Yarralumba ACT 2600

Lieut A.D. Pearce
Wardroom
HMAS LEEUWIN

Lieut R.S. Pearson
42 Jamison Rd
Kingswood NSW2650

Commander R.J.R. Pennock
4-4-24
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commodore R.H. Percy
HMAS STIRLING

Captain J.K. Perrett
C/- HADS
Australian House
London WC2 4LA UK

Commander R.J. Perryman
A-3-27
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander D.N. Peterson
Embassy Of Australia
1601 Massachusetts Ave
Washington DC USA

Mr E.J. Pietor
54A Mary St
Hunters Hill NSW 2110

Mr J. Pisciotta
1-2-16
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr K.F. Pitt
46 Luculia Ave
BalkhamHillsNSW2135

Mr J. Potter
21 Mingara Ave
Stonyfell SA 5066

Sub Lt E.A. Power
HMAS CANBERRA

Mr D. Price
Hawker Pacific
4/8/ Harley Cres
Condell Park NSW 2200

Mr B.N. Primrose
36 Pridham St
Farrer ACT 2607

Dr LH. Pyke
25 Bladen Way
ArdorossWA6153

Lieut L.J. Rago
HMAS VAMPIRE

Commander K.P. Railton
D-2-01
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commodore
N. Ralph AM DSC
Fleet HQ
Potts Point NSW

Lieut Cdr J.L Raleigh
HMAS ADELAIDE

Mr D. Rattray
11 Bishops Hill Rd
Happy Valley SA 5159

Captain M.B. Rayment
HMAS CERBERUS

Mr G. Raymond
39 Weemala St
Northbridge NSW 2063

Mr P. Rehn
3 Dorman Cres
Lindfield NSW 2070

Captain B.J. Read
2-6-08
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr S. Reid
Siemens Ltd
544 Church St
Richmond Vic 3121

Lieut D.P. Reilly
42 Wonga Rd
Yowie Bay NSW 2228

Dr K. Reisch
A 6370 Kitzbuhel
Reischo-Strasse 11
Austria

Mr I.F. Reynolds
17 McDonald St
Chifley ACT 2606
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Mr P.P. Reynolds
Lot 9, Brysons Rd
WongaPkVIC3136

Captain P.J. Rice QC RANR
34 Carnngton St
Adelaide SA 5000

Rear Admiral
I.H. Richards
F-3-12
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander R. Richards
Fleet HQ
Potts Point NSW

Lieut G.J. D Richardson RANR
PO Box 789
Canberra City ACT 2601

Lieut CdrT.K. Rieck
D-2-19
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut A. J. Riley
99 Albert Hill Drive
MelbaACT2615

MrJ.L. Riley
2 Allambee Cres
Beverly Hills NSW 2209

Commander W.G. Ritchie RANEM
HMAS STIRLING

Lieut Cdr L.I. Roberts
3-1-Bay 1
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Sub Lt M.F. Roberts WRANS
4-4-22
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr
W.O.C. Roberts DSC RAN (Rtd)
4 Riddell St
Bellevue Hill NSW 2023

Rear Admiral
A.J. Robertson AO DSC
Naval Support Command
Liverpool St
Sydney NSW 2000

Commodore J.A. Robertson RANEM
5/71 Milsons Rd
Cremorne NSW 2090

Lieut Cdr B.D. Robertson
RMCS Shrivenham
Swmdon SN6SLA
Wilts UK

Mr J.S. Robertson
SOOIindaSt
SthCaulfieldVic3162

Captain A.B. Robinson
Fleet HQ
Potts Point NSW

Commander W.L. Robinson RANEM
GOSIVIC
Victoria Barracks
Melbourne VIC 3004

Captain R.P. Rodriguez AM RD RANR
4 Doongalla Rd
AttadaleWA6156

POWRAN R. Rodwell
A-4-21
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr D.C. Rose RAN (Rtd)
130RiverviewSt
Lane Cove NSW 2066

Commander G.A. Rose
Williamstown Naval Dockyard
PB4
Williamstown VIC 3016

Captain
S.W. Roskill CBE DSC RN (Rtd)
Frost Lake Cottage
Maltin Lane
Cambridge CBS 9HF UK

Mr P.J. Roullet
2 Rue Portalis
75008 Paris France

Rear Admiral
W.J. Rourke
F-2-45
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Sub Lt R.J. Rudge
HMAS BETANO

Mr H.W. Ryan
100 Cooper Drive
New Rochelle
NY 10801 USA

MrT.J. Ryan
PO Box 125
Brighton Vic 3186

Commander F.S. Sanders
Kuala Lumpur Air Bag
Department of Foreign Affairs
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr R.G. Sanderson
GPOBox404
Gisborne NZ
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Lieut Cdr P.P. Sanney RANR
47 Falcon St
Crows Nest NSW 2065

Lieut Cdr O.K. Saxon
3-1-5
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr D. R.A.Scott
69 Salisbury Drive
Nowra NSW 2540

Lieut Cdr W.K.Scott
FCDSSA
Dam Neck
Virginia Beach VA 23461
USA

Mr P. Scott-Maxwell DSO
45 Outlook Drive
Eaglemont VIC 3084

Commander G. Scown
F-3-43
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Captain M.R. Scale
Marine Department
Hong Kong Government
106ConnaughtRd
Hong Kong

MrD.J. Sen
1 -3-08
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Sub Lt S.G. Sewell
HMAS LONSDALE

Lieut Cdr R.E. Shalders
HMAS HOBART

MrF.S. Sharp
64 Berry St
North Sydney NSW 2060

Captain W.R. Sharp RANEM
16 Gardiner St
Downer ACT 2602

Mr A. Sharpe
41 ParkhillSt
Pearce ACT 2607

Professor I.A. Shearer
Faculty of Law
University of NSW
Kensington NSW 2033

Commodore J.A. Shearing RANEM
26 OleanderAve
Pt Macquarie NSW 2444

Commander P.J. Shevlin AM RANEM
AJWE
RAAF Base
WilliamtownNSW2314

Mr J.R. Shipway
GPOBoxE104
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr J.A. Siebert
A-3-06
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander J.B. Sinclair QC RANR
Judges Chambers
District Court
Sydney NSW 2000

Commodore P.R. Sinclair
RCDS, Seaford House
37 Belgrave Sq
London SW1X8NS
UK

Lieut P.R. Sinclair
HMAS CERBERUS

Commander C.J. Skinner
4 Harrison St
Cremorne NSW 2090

Lieut Cdr A.C. Smith
HMAS PERTH

Lieut Cdr D.A. Smith RD RANR
3 Capri Drive
Sandy Bay TAS 7005

Commander J. Smith RAN (Rtd)
63 Robinson St
East Lindfield NSW 2070

Lieut Cdr M.K. Smith
HMAS MORETON

Lieut S.A. Smith
3-1-1
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Admiral
Sir Victor Smith AC KBE CB DSC RAN (Rtd)
15 Fishburn St
Red Hill ACT 2603

Commodore D.H.D. Smyth AO RANEM
22 Douglas St
ToorakVIC3142

Commodore J.B. Snow
Australian Embassy
1601 Massachusetts Ave
Washington DC 20036 USA

Captain J.R. Snow
POBox21
Campbell ACT 2601
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Commander B.L. Spark
2-1-30
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut G. Sparrow
10/32QueenscliffeRd
Queenscliffe NSW 2096

Lieut J. SpOonerRANR
28 Renton St
Camp Hill OLD 4152

Lieut CdrD.R. Staines
7/2 Bayview St
Bronte NSW 2024

DrJ. Stals
2 Alroy Circuit
Hawker ACT 2614

Commander K.C. Stephen
D-3-07
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut C.R.F. Stevens
Naval Headquarters
Darwin NT

Rear Admiral
J.D. Stevens
5 Cobbittee St
Mosman NSW 2088

Mr K.L.Stevens
10 Walker Cres
New Norfold TAS 7450

Mr N.F. Stevens CBE
31 Kylie Ave
Killara NSW 2071

Vice Admiral
Sir David Stevenson KBE AC CBE RAN (Rtd)
4 Charlotte St
Red Hill ACT 2603

Ms R. Stewart
A-2-18
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr C. Stitz RANEM
23 Kilmaine St
The Gap QLD 4061

Lieut T.B. Stodulka
9/39 Milroy Ave
Wollstonecraft NSW 2065

Captain N.J, Stoker
HMAS KUTTABUL

Warrant Officer L.J. Strachan
16 James Ave
Altona VIC 3018

SubLtJ.H. Straczek
HMAS ALBATROSS

Mr H.H. Straw
"Bogandillan"
Via Corowa NSW 2649

Captain L. Sullivan
D-2-10
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander L. Sulman
Fleet HQ
Potts Point NSW

Lieut Cdr AMF Summers
HMAS HARMAN

Rear Admiral
R.C. Swan CBE
4-5-14
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut Cdr W.N. Swan RANR
15Gratsmere Rd
Lindfield NSW 2070

Mr W.N. Swan
27 Hawkesbury Cres
Farrer ACT 2607

Sir Ronald Swayne MC
C/- OCL
Industry House
Barton ACT

Captain E.N. Swenson USNR
2073 Smokewood Ave
Fullerton
California 92631 USA

Captain F.G. Swindells AM RANR
4 Wyndham Cres
Surrey Downs SA 5120

Lieut Cdr R.E. Swinnerton
HMAS JERVIS BAY

Admiral
Sir Anthony Synnot KBE AO
F-2- CDFS Suite
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut B.J. Szint RANR
12 Bernard Ave
Bexley North NSW 2207

Captain C. Takezoe JSMDF
Japanese Defence Attache
Embassy of Japan
112 Empire Circuit
Yarralumba ACT 2600

Sir Arthur Tange AC CBE
32 Laperouse St
Griffith ACT
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Mr M. Tannahill
PO Box 135
Clayton VIC 3168

Mr J.R.C. Tanner
PO Box 1
Civic Square ACT 2608

Lieut CdrS.E. Tapley
D-3-08
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Lieut D.J. Taylor
HMASCRESWELL

Mrs M.E. Taylor
13 Fletcher St
NorthmeadNSW2152

Commander M.B. Taylor
HMAS VAMPIRE

Lieut Cdr T.A. Taylor USNR
6443K Sth Clarenton Hills Rd
Willowbrook
ILL 60514 USA

Captain W. Taylor
3-1-12
Campbell Park Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander L.G. Terry RANEM
75 Darlinia Rd
RivettACT2611

Mr A. Thiedeke
1 Pluto St
Telma
Gladstone OLD 4680

Commander H.W. Thomsett RANEM
486 Old Northern Rd
DuralNSW2158

Captain D.H. Thomson
HMAS HOBART

Lieut Cdr D.E. Thornett MBE RANEM
HMAS WATERHEN

Commander R.F. Tighe RANR
2/19MurdockSt
Cremorne NSW 2090

Lieut O.D. Took RANR
PO Box 181
Carlton VIC 3053

Mr D.A. Townsend
8 Rels Place
Wanniassa ACT 2903

DrLB. Travers
A-1-11
Russell offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Mr A.R. Turnbull
Plessey Aust Pty Ltd
Faraday Park
MeadowbankNSW2114

Lieut K.W. Turtle RANR
3/118BroomeSt
Cottesloe WA 6011

Commander N.D. Uhlman
L-1-12
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander P.J. Usher
HMASCRESWELL

US Naval Attache
Embassy of the USA
Yarralumla ACT 2600

Commander G.J. Vagg RANEM
3 Brand St
Hughes ACT 2605

Commander T.R. Vasey RANR
6 Jugiong St
West Pymble NSW 2073

Mr W.J.Venn
8/61 Davis Ave
SouthYarraVic3141

Lieut P.M.W. Vickridge
2-7-08
Campbell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Captain G.R. VillarRN
48 Penny St
Portsmouth P01 2NL
Hants UK

CPO G.M. Vollmer
Tongan Defence Force
PO Box 72
Nuku'alofa Tonga

Commander R.A.K. Walls
HMASTOBRUK

Lieut Cdr N.J. D. Walsh RANR
101 Adelaide St
Clayfield OLD 4011

Mr R.W. Walsh
5 Ponderosa Grove
Maoribank
Upper Hutt NZ

Midshipman G.J. Ward
HMASCRESWELL

Lieut M.E. Watson
HMAS KUTTABUL

Lieut Cdr M. C. Webster
HMAS MELBOURNE
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Lieut I.W. Weekley
HMAS AWARE

Lieut Cdr I.L. Wegener
A-3-13
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Captain D. P. Weil RANEM
30 Steinwedel St
Farrer ACT 2607

MrD.H. West
C/- Esso Australia
21 KentSt
Sydney
NSW 2000

Commander A.K. Wertheimer RANR
2 Hatton Gardens
Sandy Bay TAS 7005

MrD.R. Wettern
Oxted Place West
Oxted
Surrey RH89PF UK

Lieut J.R.Whalen
Government House
Hobart TAS 7000

Snr Chap. W. Wheeldon RAN (Rtd)
4 Waite St
Moss Vale NSW 2577

Mr M.W.D. White
269 Figtree Pocket Rd
Figtree Pocket QLD 4066

Captain G.D. White
RMB422
Macs Reef Rd
Bungendore NSW 2621

Captain N.H.S. White RAN (Fitd)
10 Claude Ave
Cremorne NSW 2090

Lieut R.K. White
HMAS WATSON

Lieut Cdr J.B. Whittaker
GPO Box XYZ
Perth WA 6001

Captain R.J. Whitten OBE
F-2-31
Russell Offices
Canberra ACT 2600

Commander A.M. Whybrow FlD ADC RANR
27 Kitchener St
St Ives NSW 2075

MrG.M.Wilkie
54 Crozier Court
Kambah ACT 2902

Mr M.A. Willcoxson
33A Balaclava Rd
Eastwood NSW 2122

Mr J.E.C. Williams
Sperry Univac
Canberra House
40 Marcus Clark St
Canberra ACT 2601

Commander K.A. Williams RANEM
23 Petersen St
SouthportQLD4125

Surg Lieut N. S. Williams RANR
Residence 11, Oak St
Parkville Vic 3052

Vice Admiral
Sir James Willis KBEAO
94 Endeavour St
Red Hill ACT 2603

Lieut Cdr B. Wilson
72 Anzac Park
Campbell ACT 2601

Commander S.S. Wilson
HMAS CERBERUS

Mr D.N. Woolner
27 Lowrie St
Dickson ACT 2602

Lieut S.R.H. Woolrych
HMS DRYAD
Southwick
Fareham
Hants UK

Commander M.T. Wright
32 Hawker St
Torrens ACT 2607

Mr R.E.Wright
12ScharzPlace
FlynnACT2615

Commander D.E. Wynn RANR
31 Sylvan Ave
E. Lindfield NSW 2070

Commander S.J. Youll
HMAS SWAN

Captain D. York
PO Box 706
Darlinghurst NSW 2010

Sir David Zeidler CBE
Collins Wales House
360 Collins St
Melbourne VIC 3000

MrB.M.Zeigler
7 O'Connell St
Greenwich NSW 2065
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THE GRAIN RACES 1921-1939

In the years between 1921 and 1939 the
arrival of deepwater wind driven ships in
Falmouth (Cornwall) and Queenstown (Eire)
heralded the early summer and the end of the
annual grain race from South Australia.

Described as a race, the term is not really
correct. Contenders varied in tonnage, size and
rig and there was no common start date. To cap it
all there were no handicaps and no clearly
defined course. Indeed the only commonality of
the race was the starting and finish areas —
Spencers Gulf in South Australia and one of three
British Isles ports.

As the number of wind driven ships declined
in the early decades of the twentieth century, the
grain trade became the sailing-ship owner's
reason for economic survival. Grain is an almost
imperishable cargo and is not effected by long
transit times. Providing that it was loaded during
the harvest there was no subsequent seasonal

market to be effected. How different this was from
the earlier days of the tea and wool clippers
whose existence relied on speedy, dry passages
to get their cargoes to the market place.

In the 20's and 30's all the grain transported
by sail came from the ports of Spencers Gulf,
South Australia. Most of it was landed in British
ports although there were exceptions. The
Charter Party for the Grain Cargoes in Sail
(1935) stipulated that that from her loading berth
the windjammer is 'forthwith to proceed to
Falmouth, Queenstown or Plymouth for orders to
discharge in any one safe port in Great Britain or
Ireland, or on the Continent between Bordeaux
and Hamburg, or in Norway and Sweden, or in
Denmark'. The Charter Party also specified that
the weight of the grain bags (possibly up to 50
tons in a large vessel) did not count in the freight
rate payable to the ship-owner.

HERZOGIN CECILE
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PONAPE

The main loading ports in the Gulf were Port
Lincoln, Port Germain, Port Victoria, Walleroo
and Port Pirie. At the time of the grain races, very
few of these ports has any import trade and thus
the arrival of the windships was one of their
annual highlights. Most of the ports had jetties but
at Port Victoria and Port Broughton the vessels
were obliged to anchor off. The grain was ferried
out to them in small ketches and schooners at
about 100 tons a time and loaded into the wind-
jammers by a collection of ships labour and farm
hands under the direction of the charterer's own
stevedores.

Most of the sailing vessels engaged on the
grain trade called at either Port Lincoln or Port
Victoria on their outward passage to arrange
clearances and to find the whereabouts of their
particular cargo. W.L.A. Derby in his book 'The
Tall Ships Pass' makes mention that early in 1934
ten square riggers made their landfall at Port
Victoria within twenty-four hours of each other.

But why a race? The average time to load a
4000 or so ton windship was about three weeks
plus the time waiting to berth and once loaded the
ship set off on the long trek to its orders' port. Thus
no two ships would set off together, nor would one
wait for another. Perhaps the ingredients were a
long hot period of inactivity at a loading port,
intership rivalry, one or more shipmasters trying to
prove a point and not least of all the unknowns of
wind and weather once they had cleared the
Australian Coast. Be all that as it may, these
annual sailings became, in popular circles, a race.

The course was almost as ill-defined as the
reason for calling the sailings a race. Once clear

of their loading port the shipmaster had two
choices. Either the 'Sailors Way' via Cape Horn or
the relatively gentler way to the westward via
Cape Leeuwin and the Cape of Good Hope. The
route via the Cape (Good Hope) was some 1,200
miles shorter than passaging via the Horn, but
predominant winds in the roaring 40's and 50's
were from the west thus promised a more rapid
but favourable passage. The Panama Canal was
not for sailing ships, due to costs and delays, so
most of the grain ships chose the lonely 15,000
mile voyage around Cape Horn and up through
the Atlantic. Irrespective of the route chosen the
race remained the same the vessel that passaged
from its loading port to its 'orders' port in the least
number of days.

With no registrations for entry the number of
'contestants' depended solely upon the number of
ships chartered to transport the grain cargoes.
Naturally this depended on factors such as the
offered freight rate and those vessels available.
Each year saw many familiar vessels, yet the
number taking part varied considerably.

1921 — 68 vessels. The Finnish barque
MALBOROUGH HILL took the shortest
time, 91 days. The '21 race differed from
subsequent races in that vessels loaded
anywhere in Australia and the 'season'
for sailing extended for the entire year.

1922 — 7 vessels. Shortest time was the Finnish
full rigger MILVERTON, 90 days.

1926—7 vessels, Belgian barque L'AVENIR,
110 days.

1930 — 7 vessels, Finnish barque POMMERN,
105 days.
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Although the race was an annual event I have only
shown the greatest and least number of contest-
ants to demonstrate just how the field varied.

Whilst on the subject of the time taken, I am
sure that the purists will want to refer to vessels of
other Australian trading voyages and if astute, will
produce names such as CUTTY SARK and
THERMOPYLAE. True, these were faster ships,
but remember they were buill and operated as fea
clippers and as such were finer lined, better
manned and above all, out for prestige. When the
tea trade dwindled they were used as wool
clippers and to a certain extent passenger ships.
The elite ships and trade, rather than later sail-
tramping vessels of the grain trade. In those early
days steam was the novelty, whereas in the
1920s and 1930s sail trading had almost
become obsolete.

For record purposes, and to put the between-
the-wars grain passages into better perspective,
W.L.A. Derby provides the following 'Best runs
home' from Australia for particular ships:

CUTTY SARK
82 days Newcastle to London 1883/84
80 days Newcastle to London 1884/85
72 days Sydney to Downs 1885
70 days Newcastle to Di ngeness 1888

THERMOPYLAE
81 days Sydney to London 1879/80
77 days Sydney to London 1882

78 days Sydney to Prawle Point 1884
79 days Sydney to London 1887/88

LIGHTNING
63 days Melbourne to Liverpool

But to return to the grain passages. There
was an aura surrounding the ships that took part,
not so much in their owners minds as much as in
the minds of the general public. The aura seemed
to grow amongst the British public during the
1930's and came to a head after the 1936 grain
race when Gustaf Erikson's flagship HERZOGIN
CECILE struck the Ham Stone Rock and went
ashore in Sewer Mill Cover. Much has been
written about this grounding and subsequent loss,
but the thing that is quite clear in everything I've
read on the subject indicates that whereas
Erikson put business sense before his personal
feelings (and he felt the loss deeply), it was the
British public who rallied around with offers of
financial assistance and were the emotive ones in
the issue. The rescue attempts were almost
successful, but almost is not enough.

In the nineteen years of the grain races, five
vessels were multiple winners and others shared
first place. In 1933 the barque PARMA came near
to the wool clippers times with a passage of 83
days, but neither her, nor any of the others could
compete with consistent passage times of under
100 days. According to Derby a passage of under

'
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100 days was a very good time indeed consider-
ing how the ships were manned and had aged.
Best passages to win were:

HERZOGIN CECILE
1927 98 days
1928 96 days
1931 93 days
1936 86 days

PASSAT
1934
1937
1938

106 days
94 days (Shared with POMMERN)
98 days

BEATRICE
1923 88 days
1925 103 days

PARMA
1932
1933

POMMERN
1930 105 days
1937 94 days (Shared with PASSAT)

103 days (Shared with PAMIR)
83 days

POMMERN
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THE SYSTEM
TO BEAT
oLA SKUA - the all-weather, semi-active
homing, sea skimming, anti-ship missile system
from British Aerospace Dynamics Group.

NAVY LYNX Westland's small-ships'
helicopter with radar sensors to relay target
information to the fleet and to guide its own

missiles and torpedoes.

The combired system entering service with the Royal Navy.

Ethos House. Civic Square,

Canberra, A.CT.

-o Westland
W h S T L A N D H K L K .OF'TtRS YtOVI I INCH AND

f» Hawker Pacific Pfy Ltd
National Circuit, Barton, ACT 2600
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SHIPS AND
THE SEA _

HMS POLYPHEMUS

HMS POLYPHEMUS, built in 1880 had the
distinction of being the Royal Navy's first and only
ram-ship. Based on cigar-ship principles the
concept was revived in 1873 by Admiral Sartorius
in his design for a steam ram ship. Laid down in
1878 POLYPHEMUS was launched in 1881 with
the official designation of Torpedo Ram.

Cigar ships had a brief life, not unlike so
many of the strange ship designs that abounded
in the nineteenth century. They were the brain
child (or children) of the American railroad
tycoons, the Winans brothers of Baltimore.
Although not successful, many of the innovations
linger on in various forms to the present day. In
essence, the alleged advantages of the cigar
ships was to do away with masts, rigging, super-
structure and all else that could retard progress
through wind and water. The only upperdeck
feature was a light navigating platform and
funnels.

Four cigar ships were built during the period
1858 to 1866 and the last and largest was the
Winnans brothers yacht ROSS WINANS of 265 ft
built on the Thames. This advanced design and
the more unusual feature of a propellor at both
ends. Three innovations of ROSS WINANS that
exist to this day are forced draft for the boiler
furnaces, mechanical ventilation to the internal
spaces and interior watertight doors fitted with
rubber gaskets.

HMS POLYPHEMUS was a hybrid cigar
ship, the strength hull was akin to a submarine
pressure hull with the forward end tapering to a
pointed ram. She was 240 ft between per-
pendiculars and 269 ft overall. The major
diameter (beam) was 40 ft and the draft 20 ft. Twin
screws were driven by engines that developed
5,500 hp at 17 knots.

In section, POLYPHEMUS was oval with the
beam being greater than the depth. Theoretical
advantages were better stability, a low freeboard,
rounded upperdeck to deflect shell fire and that
less armour plate could be used. The actual
armour plate was Sin thick and projected only 6
feet below the waterline. Superstructure was
minimal and consisted of navigational platform,
funnel, single mast and mountings for the above
water armament.

Armament consisted of 6 Nordenfeldt
machine guns each in its own enclosed mounting
and five torpedo tubes. All tubes were below the
waterline, two fixed on either beam with the fifth
firing forward through the ram. A steel cap fitted to
the ram took the place of the outer door to the
torpedo tube and this was rotated aside to fire the
torpedo. When in place the cap formed the tip of
the ram.

To be successful a ram ship needed to be
fast, very strong forward and highly manoeuver-
able. From all accounts POLYPHEMUS seemed
to have filled the bill. To aid manoeuverability two
retractable rudders were fitted at the bow. Twin
screws driven each by its own engine and set of
boilers completed the outfit. When launched 12
locomotive boilers operating at 110 p.s.i. were
fitted, but these were later replaced with eight
circular boilers operating at higher pressure.

All accommodation was within the strength
hull in accordance with cigar-ship principles. A
minimum number of openings made for a hot
interior and engine-room temperatures were
known to have reached 140°F. It goes without
saying that POLYPHEMUS operated for most of
her life in the Mediterranean!

Being of circular section POLYPHEMUS had
little inherent stability. The 17 ft of overhanging
stern and twin screws helped, but reports are that
her behaviour at sea were unpredictable with a
tendency to take up an angle of loll.

What was the value of POLYPHEMUS'? That
has been hard to ascertain. Admittedly the 12ft
ram would have caused considerable damage to
a battleship or smaller, but consider the internal
stresses and damage to POLYTHEMUS herself
when brought up 'all standing' from 17 knots in the
act of ramming an adversary.

Robin Pennock
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BOOK
REVIEWS

Historic Naval Events ol Australia Day-By-
Day. By Lew Lmd. A.M. and A.W. Reed Pty Ltd
1982. Price $24.95

The author is a Navy Public Relations Officer
at GID and foundation National President of the
Naval Historical Society of Australia. He has
written a number of works on naval and maritime
subjects. In this book he has compiled a
comprehensive record of naval events involving
Australia and Australians from the sixteenth
century to 1980. The introduction to the book
summarises the influence of naval event on
Australia and the many areas into which the naval
influence has penetrated.

Information on events has been obtained
from published works, unpublished manuscripts
and other sources such as midshipmens'
journals, diaries and ship logs.

The book lists each day of the calender year
and briefly notes the events, both major and
minor, that happened on each particular day. The
events date from 1521 to 1980, but some links
with Australia appear to be rather tenuous, e.g.
the death of Sir Francis Drake. Some events also
seem to be rather less than historic in the strict
sense of the word.

The book does contain some inaccuracies
and omissions. The appointments of some Fleet
Commanders and Chiefs of Naval Staff are noted,
but others are not. Rear Admiral WELLS is
appointed as FOCAF on both 4 January and 4
February 1974. The casualty list for AEI is
inaccurate. There is no mention made of the
establishment of the RAN Staff College, or the
ANN There are other inaccuracies and omissions,
but this is to be expected in such a wide-ranging
work and it does not detract greatly from the
overall high quality.

There are photographs of either people,
ships or events on practically every page. The
photographs are mostly familiar ones with a few
new ones included. Some photographs are unfor-
tunately located on different pages to the entry
they relate to. Brief biographies of some notable
second World War officers are also included.

The printing is good, but I, for one, would
have preferred a better quality paper, even if it
meant a higher cost price.

The book includes a list of abbreviations and
initials used. Appendices cover War Losses,
Great Sea Battles of History and a Glossary of
Some Common Nautical Terms. A Bibliography is
included as well as a comprehensive index.

In summary the book is a very comprehen-
sive record and is essential reading for anyone
interested in Australian Naval history. It is also
most useful for Executive Officers looking for
items to pad out Daily Orders.

LI. Roberts

HISTORIC NAVAL EVENTS OF AUSTRALIA
DAY-BY-DAY by Lew Lind. A.H. & A.W. Reed
Pty Ltd.

In the Author's Note, Lew Lind explains to the
reader how he ascertained many of the dates
quoted and gives credit to the sources he
researched to produce this book. What he does
not quote is the enormous amount of time that
must have been spent reading and cross-refer-
encing all the documents. In my opinion his efforts
are well rewarded in presenting a record of
Australian naval history in such a novel fashion.

Historic Naval Events contains over 4000
entries and a multitude of photographs. With so
many entries there are bound to be errors and
omissions but one of the most unfortunate things
is that not all the photographs and inserts are on
the page to which they refer. Thus the reader is
forced to flick over pages in his efforts to find the
relevance.

It stands to reason that a number of entries
will draw criticism but a logical approach to the
book by any reader will quickly bring the realis-
ation that the advantages greatly outweigh the
minor annoyances.

As a reviewer who follows the Australian
naval profession, I would question Mr Lind's use
of facts that appear to have no bearing on the
Australian aspects of naval history. Let me quote
three although there are more:

1st January 1841 -- Captain James
Clark Ross RN, crossed the Antarctic
Circle in HM Ships EREBUS and
TERROR.
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11 September 1943 — The German
raider MICHEL sank the tanker INDIA off
Easter Island.
29 October 1944 — The US destroyer
EVERSOLE was torpedoed and sunk by
the Japanese submarine 1-45 off Leyte
in the Philippines.
The book includes appendixes, a bibli-

ography and comprehensive index. All are
essential to the story and make Historic Naval
Events a dictionary of naval facts and figures.

In summary, Lew Lind has produced an
important book which should be on the shelves of
libraries and schools, and in the homes of history
buffs and all those interested in the maritime
profession. The recommended price of $24.95
places it well within the reach of all.

RJP

Editors note: AH & AW Reed have kindly offered
members of the Institute a discount should they
wish to purchase a copy of HISTORIC NAVAL
EVENTS OF AUSTRALIA DAY-BY-DAY. To
obtain the discount all members need to do is
correspond direct with the Promotions Manager,
AH & AW Reed, 2 Aquatic Drive, Frenchs Forest
NSW 2086.

DARDANELLES, A MIDSHIPMAN'S DIARY
by H.M. Denham. John Murray. $34.90.

Quoting from the publishers notes: This
diary, richly illustrated by unpublished photo-
graphs and plans, is an important addition to
the Gallipoli archive. Henry Denhams1

account reveals the courage, waste, muddle
and triumph associated with the names of
Gallipoli and Dardanelles'.

Midshipmen serving in the Dardanelles
campaign were prohibited from keeping a
Journal (blessed relief for writer and reader
alike?) but Mr Denham disregarded the
instruction and kept a series of private diaries.
He explains just how Dardanelles came to be
published and why he decided to use the
actual diaries and not a summary.

In his last term at the Royal Naval
College, Dartmouth at the outbreak of World
War I, the author was posted to join the
battleship EXMOUTH at Devonport. Arriving
to join the ship he and eleven other Cadet
Midshipman found a change of orders waiting
(EXMOUTH had sailed) and thus they joined
the old broadside battleship AGAMEMNON.
They were obviously in good company in the
gunroom as evidenced in one of the photo-
graphs — Walker, Bowes-Lyons and Vian to
name but three.

Written with the obvious enthusiasm and
boyish outlook of a 17 year old, the diaries are
forthright documents and in some parts irreve-
rent towards his seniors. Let me quote one
such example:

'My middle with Mr Hammet and I
caused the ship to go back in order to
communicate with a tug so got poor
old Hammet in the rattle; anyhow I
woke up old Fluter three or four
times! A beautiful day...'
(Old Fluter was the Captain of
AGAMEMNON, Captain Fyler RN.
Also referred to as 'The Monarch of
the Glen')

Denham also records history and change
without realising the significance of what he was
seei ng and makes it so much more enjoyable with
his quaint use of the English language. He writes
of aeroplanes ascending from ARK ROYAL

Dardanelles is not a book for everyone, but
should be made available through public, school
and association libraries to complete the Gallipoli
story. One also hopes that it will be available to the
present generation of 'y°un9 gentlemen' to
illustrate the correct use of the English language
to make their own Journals more readable. It also
proves the point that someone does read Mid-
shipmans' Journals albeit 60 years plus later.

O.M.

EDITOR'S NOTE

Nautical Press and Publications have
released two books which will be of interest to
members. The two books are:

"Australia's Armed Forces"

This book is an Australian FIRST covering
the three Services in the one volume. The book is
a 340 page hard backed cover which goes into
depth on all equipment used by the three
services. It looks at developments of equipment,
why it was developed, its role etc. Use is made of
hundreds of photographs in both full colour and
black and white.

This book retails at $39.95 per copy plus post
and packing (if applicable).

"Reports of Proceedings"

By Rear Admiral G.G.O. Gatacre, CBE,
DSO, DSC* RAN (Rtd). This 300 page hard
backed book covers the Naval Career of Rear
Admiral Gatacre from 1921-1964. It is a very
readable book and covers many famous and his-
torical events in which the Admiral was involved.

Mention is made of the Spanish Civil War and
the sinking of the German battleship BISMARK.
Rear Admiral Gatacre was Navigating Officer of
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HMS RODNEY. The book covers his term in
Washington D.C., the Korean War when he was
the Destroyer Squadron Commander and his
term as Flag Officer East Australia Area. This
section features his conjecture of the
MELBOURNE/VOYAGER disaster.

This book retails at $19.95 per copy including
free post and packing.

Institute Members who wish to purchase
either or both of these DOOKS are urged to cor-
respond direct to:

Nautical Press and Pub ications
Suite 2, 56 The Corso
MANLY NSW 2095

FROM THE EDITOR
Production of the Journal is no easy task and it is made harder when there is no material to

publish. The Editorial staff rely on contributions in the way of major and minor articles, letters and
snippets of humour, to keep the journal interesting and professional.

Circulation of the ANI Journal is now almost 800 copies per quarter, yet each and every issue
seems to contain the same contributors. With membership keeping pace with circulation, this means
that a few are supporting the many.

One does not have to be a professional author nor a Member of the ANI to submit an article. The
Editorial committee includes persons of many disciplines and skills who will assist in any way
possible. If you have somelhing to pass on to Journal readers, but you are worried about your literary
ability, then send it in with a note granting permission for the Editor to use his Editorial licence — and
the committee will do the rest.

The choice of the suDJect will be yours, as will be the views expressed. There will be no
recriminations, nor adverse comments — just, we hope, healthy debate. Use your own name or a
nom de plume. Photographs appropriate to the article are a help, but we can assist in the provision of
these if needs be.

All the Editorial committee ask for are articles and ideas to keep the Journal up to its well
established high standard.

I n case you need a sta -ter, here are some ideas we would like to see developed, but do feel free
to write on any other subject:
• Articles from members of ships companies of our newest — or oldest — vessels, on technical

and/or habitability aspects.
• Articles of historical value — ships, places, events, personalities.
• Briefs on the roles and functions, current tasks of (small) establishments such as AJWE, AJASS,

SAMR, RANTAU, RAN3TT
• Far more short pieces en shiphandling, Technical topics or, if you wish to make the point that no

one listens to, Nobody Asked me, But
• Articles from non-RAN members on the latest moves in their own Services or Organisations.
• Some general pieces on, say, maritime/military strategy, seapower, old/new weapons, training

and education, organisation of the RAN/Defence structure, role of chaplains, recruiting policy/
practice, feeding/drinking/sporting habits in the RAN, management/leadership etc., etc., etc.
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NAVAL INSTITUTE INSIGNIA

The Council of The Austral/an Naval Institute advises that cuff-links and mounted crests
featuring the badge of the Institute are now available for purchase by Members.

The cuff-links are robustly made and are attractively finished in gold and black
They are epoxy-capped to ensure long life and are packaged in presentation
boxes. The price is $7.00 a pair, which includes postage.

The crests are meticulously hand-painted in full colour and are handsomely
mounted on polished New Zealand timber They measure 175mm x 130mm
(5"x7"). The price is $13.00 each, which includes postage

Both items are obtainable from the Treasurer by completing the coupon below.
Should you not wish to spoil your journal, please give the details on a separate
sheet of paper

The Treasurer,
Australian Naval Institute,
P O Box 18.
DEAKIN A C T 2600

Please forward

pairs of cuff-links @ $7.00 $
mounted crests @ $13.00 $

TOTAL $

My cheque, payable to the Australian Naval Institute is attached

Name

Address

(Overseas members — Australian currency, please)
Post Code
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AUSTRALIAN NAVAL INSTITUTE

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

1. I
(Full name in block letters)

Of
(Address)

apply to join the Australian Naval Institute as a Regular/Associate' Member.

2 My rank'/former rank' is/was* and brief
details of my service'/fcrmer service" are/I have a special interest in naval and maritime affairs
because"...

3. I enclose my cheque for $20 (being $5 joining fee and $15 annual subscription) payable to the
Australian Naval Institute.

4. If accepted for membership, I agree to abide by the Constitution and By-laws of the Institute.

(Date) (Signed I

"Delete items not applicable
FOR INSTITUTE USE ONLY:

I

Applicant notified: Application Approved: I
Membership Registered: Fees Received:
Membership No.:

(Honorary Secretary)

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS

I .....................................................................................................................................................
(Full name in block letters)

wish to advise that my preferred address for mailing purposes has changed to ...........................

................................................................................................................... (Tel. No ..................... )

I

0)

(signed) o>
o
a

o
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The Bofors Naval Gun
for the 80s and 90s

Modern vessels with their limited space and weight, require
compact lightweight gurs with a high firepower endurance.
57 mm is the largest cali nre combining superior anti-
aircraft capability with exceptional performance
against naval targets. The optimized target-adapted
ammunition - combined with instant dual
ammunition selection - makes the 57 mm
Mk 2 gun highly comparable to purely
anti-aircraft weapons and more efficient
in naval engagements than
considerably larger calibre guns.
The Mk 2 version of the well-
proven 57 mm gun syste-Ti is
fully automatic and housed in a
low radar-signature cupola.
Incorporating an improved
servo system, which ensures
superior accuracy in rough
seas, this gun is specially
designed for use with all
modern fire controls.

BOFORS
ORDNANCE

AB BOFC Ordnance Division
BOA 500. s ;M 80 BOFORS. Swerien
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